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vMOTTOS
But Allah is your protector, and He is the best of helpers. (Surah Al Imraan,
3:150)
When you depend only on Allah on every single matter, know that He will
suffice you in every way possible. Anonymous
Treat others the way you want to be treated. Anonymous
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ABSTRACT
This research aims at describing the types of address terms which are found in
Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer, the
translation strategies employed in translating the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk, and the degree of the meaning equivalence of the translation of the address
terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer.
This research employs a descriptive-qualitative research. The data are in the
form of words and phrases in the dialogues containing expressions of address terms
in the Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translated expressions in the The Dancer.
The instruments of this research were the researcher, the data sheets, and the
questionnaires. To achieve data trustworthiness, the data were repeatedly checked and
discussed by the researcher and some peer reviewers. Moreover, the results were also
discussed with the supervisors.
The results of this research show that there are five types of address terms
found which are personal names, kinship terms, titles, terms of intimacy, and
pronouns. In addition, there is one newly found type of address terms, namely
occupational terms by Braun. Titles are the most dominant type of address terms.
Titles are translated into titles, pronouns, personal names, occupational terms, and
unrealized. Then, there are 11 strategies from 15 strategies proposed by Guerra used
to translate the address terms. They are adaptation, borrowing, calque, compensation,
omission, description, amplification, generalization, literal translation, modulation,
and particularisation. From the 11 strategies, omission is the most dominant strategies
used in the translation in order to avoid repetition and the terms do not perform a
relevant function or may mislead the readers. The degree of meaning equivalence of
the translation is mostly partly equivalent. It is because the address terms are
translated into more general terms which make the information in the source language
is not fully presented in the target language.
Keywords: address terms, translation, types of address terms, translation strategies,
degree of meaning equivalence.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Research
Address terms are usually called as terms of address. They are “words and
phrases used for addressing” (Braun, 1988:7). People use the terms to designate a
person being talked to or an interlocutor when the conversation is in progress.
Wardhaugh (2006: 268) says that address terms are purposed to show intimacy,
power differential, and respect. Those functions depend on each type of address terms
used by the addresser to the interlocutor.
There are several types of address terms, such as title, personal name, kinship
term, pronoun, occupational term, and term of intimacy. The uses of those types are
different from one area to another. This is due to the differences in cultures and
languages. For instance, Javanese use a word Kula which means I, while people in
Minang may use Ambo to refer to I. In conversation, addressing people will obviously
show who talks to whom. From that, people may know the relation among the
addressers.
When a person is having conversation with an interlocutor, there is definitely
something to be said. It will lead to a long dialogue between an addresser and an
interlocutor. The things that are discussed can be made into a story or narrative text.
Novels are included as a narrative text. It is a work of fiction which aims to entertain
2the readers. It has characteristics such as theme, characters, setting, plot, and point of
view. Thus, it will be a cultural reflection in a certain area and show how to address
someone with different relationships and condition that occurred at that time. As time
goes by, there are more people who love reading novels. Therefore, there is
possibility that a novel will be read by wider readers. However, novels, for example,
are only intended for people in the society where those novels are written in. It will
bring difficulties for foreigners, who do not master the language of the novel, to read
the novel. For this reason, translation is needed in order to solve this problem.
Translation is a process of transferring meaning from the source language to
the target language. It functions to bridge one language to another language.
However, there is possibility that a translator changes the form and the style of the
source language and makes the result of translation process different from the source
language. It is purposed to make the target language acceptable for people with
different cultures. Through translation people are facilitated to understand cultural
identities and differences from other countries.
Nonetheless, translating process is not as simple as it is imagined. It is not
merely transferring the messages, but also delivering the messages into the
appropriate translation. For example, the word for addressing people in a certain area
is different from other areas. The word, sometimes, is not necessarily able to be
delivered by the same meaning in other languages. This is the duty of a translator to
translate in an appropriate way by using appropriate strategies.
3There are many strategies used by translators in translating a word in a novel
that contains certain cultures, like address terms. Every translator has his or her own
strategies of translating that makes differences in the result in the target language.
The strategies can be omission, adaptation, borrowing, or generalization. The aim of
using those strategies is to make the term equivalent in other languages since it comes
from different cultures and languages. In other words, the term can be conveyed in
other language by finding the equivalent word. It is in line with Jakobson (1959: 238)
in Translation – An Advanced Resource Book who claims that “all cognitive
experience and its classification is conveyable in any existing language.”
Many published Indonesian novels contain address terms from particular
areas. Hence, in the conversation, the characters use address terms to address the
interlocutor. In the last few decades there are some Indonesian novels that have been
translated into English and contained address terms. They are Laskar Pelangi,
Edensor, Perburuan, Negeri 5 Menara, and Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk.
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk is a novel by Ahmad Tohari that has been translated
into English. The English version entitled The Dancer is translated by Rene T. A.
Lysloff. Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk is one of the most popular works in the modern
Indonesian fiction. It is one of the national best seller books not only in Indonesia but
also all over the world. It was first published in 1982 and there are nine printed
edition. The last printed edition was in 2012. Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk is the first
novel of Tohari’s trilogy. In 2011, this novel was adapted into a movie entitled Sang
4Penari. The film won ten nominations at Indonesian Film Festival 2011 and won four
Piala Citra.
In reference to the above discussion, the researcher is willing to analyze
address terms in the novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and the English version. It is
because there are many address terms found in the novel that come from an area in
Java.
B. Identification of the Problem
Address term is viewed as one of several difficulties of expressions to
translate. Since address terms show the characteristics of a particular culture from an
area which the terms represent specific words, translators should choose carefully the
appropriate and the equivalent words in other languages in order to achieve a good
translation. From these two novels, there are numerous problems the researcher is
able to find. They are cultural aspect, translating aspect, linguistic aspect, and
literature aspect.
The first problem is cultural aspect. Different language creates different
culture. Different cultural aspect leads to a gap between the source language and the
target language. It can make the meaning becomes less conveyed and cause a shift in
meaning. The example of the problem related to cultural aspect can be various types.
One of them is how a person addresses another person in his or her culture. It
connects with the terms and types that he or she uses. Personal name, pronoun,
kinship term, title, term of intimacy, and occupational term belong to types of address
5terms. Each kind of address terms has its function in different identity, position, and
social status. For instance, the word Srintil that is also translated into Srintil is
categorized as personal name which shows different identity. Because of these varied
kinds of address terms, translators should give attention when translating them such
as dealing with the language and the culture of the story.
The second problem is translating aspect. Translating aspect can be an activity
of replacing the message of the source language into the target language without
changing the meaning. As translators, there must be several things to be considered,
such as strategies they used in translating the text. Translating is not an easy job.
They should make good decisions to use appropriate strategies for the target language
so that the message can be conveyed. It can be omission, modulation, or
generalization.
The third problem is linguistic aspect. The problem that arises from linguistic
aspect is related to the meaning of address terms from the source language that are
translated into the target language. Sometimes, to keep the meaning of a word,
translators preserve the meaning with the equivalent word. However, translators are
not infrequently changing the word in any existing language. It is because the word
does not exist in the target language and can be expressed in some ways. Thereby, not
only the meaning of address terms and it is addressed to whom the translator should
know, but also it should be translated with equivalent words or terms in the target
language. They should also master the meaning of address terms in the source
language and in the target language, since each country has their own cultural
6background. It will make the translated text culturally acceptable to the readers and
the meaning also conveyed.
The fourth problem is literature aspect. In this novel, literature aspect that can
be observed is the characterization of the main character in the novel. To know the
personality of a character in this novel, there must be many evidences that are
gathered to prove the kinds of trait the character has. They can be from the way the
narrator describes the character, the action and the appearance of the character, and
from the opinion of other characters in the novel.
C. Focus of the Research
Considering that there are numerous problems found in Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk and the English version, this research only focuses on three problems. They are
types of address term found in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their
translation in The Dancer, translation strategies employed in translating the address
terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and degree of meaning equivalence of the
translation of address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer. The three problems are chosen because there are many address terms found
in the novel and used by the characters from Java. Since the readers may come from
other areas and the terms cannot be understood easily, the translator definitely has his
own way in translating address terms so that the readers can understand the story.
7D. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the problems identified above, the problems of the study are
formulated as follows.
1. What types of address terms are found in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk and their translation in The Dancer?
2. What translation strategies are employed in translating the address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk?
3. What is degree of meaning equivalence of the translation of address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer?
E. Objectives of the Research
In line with the problems in formulation of the problem, this research
specifically aims at:
1. describing types of address terms found in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk and their translation in The Dancer,
2. describing translation strategies employed in translating the address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and
3. describing degree of meaning equivalence of the translation of address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer.
8F. Significance of the Research
The significances of this research are as follows.
1. Theoretical significance
The result of this study is expected to give information and understanding
about translating address terms from Bahasa Indonesia into English version or vice
versa. It is also expected to enrich the knowledge on translation strategies.
2. Practical significance
The result of this study is expected to be useful as a reference in translation
studies and for the next study in the same field. This study is also expected to help the
students develop a better understanding about the types of address terms and give
information about the strategies in translating address terms.
9CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
A. Literature Review
In this section, literature review will be divided into six topics which cover the
theories as references in this study. They are translation, translation strategies,
address terms, meaning equivalence, synopsis of Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and related
studies. Each of these topics will be discussed below.
1. Translation
In this study, translation is divided into three parts. Those are notions of
translation, types of translation, and process of translation. The three parts will be
explained below.
a. Notions of Translation
Translation has been variously defined by many experts. It leads to numerous
definitions of translation that are different from one expert to other experts. Machali
(1998:1) says that “translation has been defined in many ways by different writers in
the field, depending on how they view language and translation.” In general,
translation is defined as a process of transferring message from the source language
into the target language.
According to Catford (1965: 20), translation is defined as “the replacement of
textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another
language (TL).” Moreover, Nida and Taber (1982:12) state that “translating consists
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of reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the source-
language message, first in terms of meaning and second in terms of style.” Newmark
(1988: 7) says that “Translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written
message and/or statement in one language by the same message and/or statement in
another language.” Meanwhile, Bell (1991: 6) defines “translation as the replacement
of a representation of a text in one language by a representation of an equivalent text
in a second language.”
In accordance to those statements above, translation is the replacement or
representation of transferring messages or textual material into another language that
can be in different point of view or style without changing the meaning. In this
process, meaning equivalent needs to be preserved in order to produce a good
translation quality. From those definitions of translation which are presented
chronologically from various experts, they are completing each other as time goes by
translation studies develop from year to year.
b. Types of Translation
There are many ways for experts in expressing and classifying types of
translation. One of some experts is Roman Jakobson. Jakobson (2002: 23) in his
article On Linguistic Aspects of Translation differentiates three types of translation.
They are intralingual, interlingual, and intersemiotic.
1) Intralingual Translation (Rewording)
Intralingual translation is an interpretation of verbal signs by means of other
signs in the same language. This type of translation only involves one language. A
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text or an expression is rewritten in different words within a language. In other words,
it deals with rephrasing or simplifying a text or an expression, e.g. a word correct is
translated into true which those words have the same meaning in one language.
2) Interlingual Translation (Translation Proper)
Interlingual translation is an interpretation of verbal signs by means of some
other languages. It involves a transferring message from a certain language into other
languages with two or more different languages, e.g. a text or an expression from
Bahasa Indonesia is translated into English and/or Italian.
3) Intersemiotic Translation (Transmutation)
Intersemiotic translation is a translation of verbal signs by means of signs of
non verbal sign system. It can be a written text which is translated into a different
medium and is not expressed in the form of language, such as music, film, or
painting. Besides, sign language is included intersemiotic translation since the
language is transferred into signals to communicate with people who unable to hear.
In this research, the researcher uses a novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk which
uses Indonesian language and the English version The Dancer in analyzing address
terms. According to three types of translation by Jakobson, those novels are included
in interlingual translation since Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk are translated into English
and some other languages, such as Japanese, German, and Dutch.
Another type of translation is stated by Rochayah Machali. Machali (1998:
168) classifies two types of translation based on two types of shifts. Those types are
total translation and adaptive translation. Total translation is define as “in which all
12
aspects of meaning are translated, with predominantly obligatory shifts occurring.”
This type can also be regarded as recreating. Meanwhile adaptive translation is
defined as “in which there is an adaption in the text character locally or globally, with
or without shifting in generic type or world views.”
c. Process of Translation
Translating is a process of transferring messages (source language) into a
different language (target language). In translating a text or a book, there are some
stages that have to be followed by translators. Nida and Taber (1982: 33), distinguish
three stages of translation process. Those stages are explained as follows.
The first stage begins with an activity of analyzing. In this stage, translators
should pay attention to the two points dealing with grammatical relationship and the
meaning of word, and the combination of words. This is intended to attain the aim of
analyzing the source language which is to deliver a thorough comprehension of the
message. Moreover, they also need to consider the connotative meaning. Therefore,
as translators, they should have a good knowledge and understanding in order to
make the massage truly conveyed.
The second stage is an activity of transferring. It means transferring the
messages and the ideas from the source language into the target language. Nida and
Taber (1982: 33) state that the analyzed material is transferred in the mind of the
receptor from language A to language B. The translators should be able to find the
equivalent word, phrase, clause, and sentence in the target language. In this stage, the
meaning of address terms from the source language is transferred into the target
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language. The way of transferring is the way the translator translates the address
terms, so that the translation of address terms can be understood and acceptable for
the readers.
The third stage is an activity of restructuring. After transferring the message
and the idea into the target language, the translators should restructure the translation
in which the analyzed material is restructured in order to make the final message fully
acceptable in the target language.
In relation to this, Nida and Taber (1982: 33) express their ideas in a diagram
as follows.
Figure 1. Process of Translation (Nida, 1982: 33)
2. Translation Strategies
Translation method, strategy, and technique are not actually the same things.
In line with Molina and Albir (2002: 507), they say that “translation method, strategy,
and technique are essentially different categories.” Translation methods are explained
as the way a particular translation process is carried out in terms of the translator’s
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objective. Meanwhile, translation strategies are “the procedures used by the translator
to solve problems that emerge when carrying out the translation process with a
particular objective in mind” Molina and Albir (2002: 507-8). Whereas translation
techniques are the steps that are used by the translators, as well as translation
strategies but different place in problem solving, so that it affects the result. Every
translator may use different methods, strategies, or techniques in translating a text or
an expression since different people may understand a word or words in different
ways.
Since the novel takes place in an area in Java, there are many Javanese terms
used by the characters in addressing other characters. For the translators who come
from abroad, there must be some difficulties in translating those terms because they
are so cultural. Therefore, in this research, the researcher uses the term ‘translation
strategies’ in analyzing the way the translator transfers and solves the problems in
translating address terms from a novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk as the source
language into the English version The Dancer as the target language.
In her journal entitled Translating Culture: Problem, Strategies, and Practical
Realities, Guerra (2012) proposed translation strategies into fifteen. Below are the
explanations.
a. Adaptation
Adaptation occurs when there is a shift in cultural environment. In this case,
the source language message is unknown in the target language culture. Thus, the
translator uses this strategy to replace the message into different situation but it is still
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equivalent. For instance, a sentence “Bagaimana keadaan Srintil, Nyai?” is translated
into “How is Srintil doing, ma'am?” The word Nyai is a term that is included into a
respectful term of address to an older woman used by Javanese. Meanwhile, the word
ma’am, which is the abbreviation of madam, is used as a formal and polite way of
speaking to a woman.
b. Borrowing
Borrowing occurs when a word is taken directly from another language by the
translator without translating it. This strategy is the simplest strategy and commonly
used in translating activity. It is intended to get some stylistic effect in the target
language. There are two kinds of borrowing. They are pure borrowing and naturalized
borrowing. Pure borrowing occurs when there is no change of any kind in the target
language, while naturalized borrowing occurs when the word has some changes in the
spelling and some morphological or phonetic adaptation. For example, the word
Srintil in a sentence “Srintil, ayo menari lagi.” is also translated into Srintil “Srintil,
come on, start dancing again.” too.
c. Calque
According to Guerra (2012: 8), “calque could be described as a literal
translation (either lexical or structural) of a foreign word or phrase.” It is ‘a special
type of borrowing’ where the translator borrows an expression in the source language
and then translates literally each of its elements. For example, “Kalian, orang-orang
pasar, jangan iri hati.” is translated into “You market people, don't be jealous.”
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d. Compensation
Compensation is a strategy where the translator introduces a source language
element of information or stylistic effect in another place in the target language
because it cannot be reflected in the same place as in the source language. Its purpose
is to balance the semantic losses that translation involves. For instance, “Bagaimana,
Nyai Kartareja” is translated into “What do you think?” In this case, the translator
translates Nyai Kartareja into you, the translator has to express degree of formality in
different way that is using you in which it can be formal and informal and preserve
the same level of formality.
e. Omission
Omission occurs when the translator omits or reduces a source language
information in the target language. It happens when the information is considered
unnecessary due to the cultural term does not perform a relevant function or may
mislead the reader. Omission is aimed to avoid repetitions, misleading information, or
lack of naturalness. For example, “Eh, jangan begitu, wong ayu,” is translated into
“Don’t be like that.” The words wong ayu are omitted by the translator.
f. Description
Description occurs when a word is replaced by a description of its form or
function. It can be regarded as a kind of paraphrasing. For example, “Mau makan,
Jenganten?” is translated into “Would you like something to eat, young lady?” The
words young lady is a description of a word Jenganten.
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g. Equivalence
According to Vinay and Dalbernet, equivalence refers to a strategy that
describes the same situation by using completely different stylistic or structural
methods for producing equivalent texts. In means that the translator employs a term
recognized as an established equivalent in the target language. This strategy is usually
used in translating formulaic language such as idiom, collocation, proverb, etc.
h. Amplification
Amplification is the opposite of omission. This strategy is used to introduce
details that are not mentioned or expressed in the source language. The details can be
more information, translator’s note, or explicative paraphrasing. For instance, a
sentence “Ku kira kalian memang perlu istirahat.” is translated into “I guess all of
you need some rest anyway.” In the target language, there is detailed information that
in the dialogue kalian refers to all the people in the dialogue.
i. Generalization
Generalization occurs when a word in the source language is replaced by a
more general or more neutral word in the target language. It is used for stylistic
reasons and to avoid unnecessary repetitions or ambiguities. For example, a sentence
“Kakang yang harus menari.” is translated into “You have to dance.” It is
categorized into generalization since the word Kakang is used to address an older
man or a brother. Meanwhile, in the target language, it is translated into you which
does not distinguish gender and age.
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j. Literal Translation
Literal translation can be said as word-for-word translation. It occurs when a
word or a phrase in the source language is translated directly into a grammatically
and idiomatically appropriate target language. For instance, “Aku tidak menyukai
buah ini.” is translated into “I don’t like this fruit.”
k. Modulation
Modulation occurs when there are changes in the semantics and point of view
of the source language. In other words, modulation is expressing the message in the
source language differently in the target language but still conveying the same idea.
For example, a word in a sentence “Sampean masih ingat ketika kita pentas pada
malam Agustusan setahun yang lalu?” is translated into “Do you remember the time
the group played for the Independence Day celebration last year?” The translator
changes the point of view of the word kita into the group.
l. Particularisation
Particularisation is the opposite of Generalization strategy. Particularisation
occurs when the translator uses more specific, precise, or concrete word in the target
language. This is intended to avoid ambiguous in the target language. For instance, a
sentence “Na, kamu olang tida pantas beltelanjang kali.” is translated into “So, you
girl not walk with naked feet.” The words kamu olang can be male and female person,
but in the target language it is specified into a female person.
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m. Substitution (Linguistic - Paralinguistic)
Linguistic – paralinguistic substitution is the replacement of linguistic
elements into paralinguistic elements, such as intonation and gestures, or vice versa.
For example, the way the Arab putting their hand on their heart that means ‘thank
you’.
n. Transposition
Transposition is a strategy of changing grammatical category or replacing one
part of the speech for another, without changing the meaning of the message. It can
be said that it is related to the change in grammar of the source language into the
target language. For instance, the sentence “The notes of a distant song which
someone was singing reached her faintly.” is translated into “Not not dari sebuah
lagu di kejauhan yang dinyanyikan seseorang sampai ketempatnya samar-samar.”
The word distant is translated into kejauhan. There is a change from an adjective into
a noun.
o. Variation
Variation is a strategy in which the translator changes elements such as tone,
style, social dialect and geographical dialect that affect several aspects of linguistic
variation. For example, the translator changes in tone when adapting novels for
children.
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3. Address Terms
Address terms are generally defined as words and phrases used in a speech or
a conversation for addressing. Keshavarz (2001), in his article entitled “The Role of
Social Context, Intimacy, and Distance in the Choice of Forms of Address,” states
that address terms are “linguistic forms that are used in addressing others
to attract their attention or for referring to them in the course of a conversation.” They
are also words or expressions used to indicate certain relations among people, or to
show the difference in identity, position, and social status.
Address terms are included in sociolinguistics study. Sociolinguistics is
concerned with the relationship between language and the contexts in which it is
used, Keshavarz (2001). It makes people use different style in different social
contexts. The social contexts connect with social status where social status will
influence idiolect and terms to address interlocutors. In other words, address terms
reflect to the social relationship and also show power and distance between an
addresser and an interlocutor. For this reason, the rule of addressing people is
different from one speaker to other speakers since they live in different places and
cultures. For example, the way Javanese address someone is different from the way
Sundanese do.
Addressing is different from greeting but addressing is often part of greeting.
According to Chaika (1982:46), stylistically there are two things that distinguish
addressing and greeting. First, addressing is used by people to indicate power and
solidarity to other people, whereas greeting is used by two people depend on their
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mood. Second, addressing can be used repeatedly to strengthen the relative intimacy
and power between people, while greeting only sets the stage.
There are different types of address terms; personal names, kinship terms, titles,
terms of intimacy, occupational terms, and pronouns. Each type of address terms has
variance of function. Those types are used to show intimacy, power differential, and
respect (Wardhaugh, 2006:268). The uses of address terms depend on each type of
address terms. For instance, personal names and terms of intimacy are used to show
intimacy by people who are close in daily conversation. Meanwhile, title is used to
show power differential and respect that indicate difference in power and social
distance.
According to Khani and Yousefi (2010) in an article entitled “The Study of
Address Terms and Their Translation from Persian to English,” there are seven types
of address terms. They are personal names, kinship terms, titles, terms of intimacy,
descriptive phrases, pronouns, and zero address terms.
a. Personal Names
Personal names are commonly forms used to address people by using
interlocutor’s first name, last name, first and last name, or nickname. They are used if
the addresser and the interlocutor know each other. Moreover, Fasold (1990: 2) states
that people can address everyone in two ways: by their first name (FN) such as Bob
and Jim or by their title and last name (TLN) such as Dr. John and Mrs. Smith.
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b. Kinship Terms
Kinship terms indicate a family relationship that refers to family members and
other relatives. It can be from blood relation, marriage, and adoption. Kinship terms
can also be combined with the name of the interlocutor. Since Indonesian kinship
terms (Simatupang, 2000: 77) and English kinship terms (Larson, 1984: 121) are
different, translators should be precise in translating those terms.
Table 1. Bahasa Indonesia Kinship Terms
Generation Lineal Colineal AblinealMasculine Feminine Masculine Feminine
Second
generation
previous
Kakek Nenek
Paman Bibi
Saudara
sepupu
Previous
generation Ayah Ibu
Same generation Aku Saudara (kakak/adik)
Next generation Anak
KeponakanSecondgeneration
following
Cucu
Simatupang (2000: 77)
From the table above, it can be seen that Bahasa Indonesia kinship terms do
not differentiate masculine and feminine in both lineal and colineal for same
generation, next generation, and second generation following. On the contrary,
English kinship terms differentiate male and female into masculine and feminine. The
table of English kinship terms is drawn as follows.
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Table 2. English Kinship Terms
Generation Lineal Colineal AblinealMaculine Feminine Maculine Feminine
Second
generation
previous
Grand
Father
Grand
Mother Uncle Aunt
Cousin
Previous
generation Father Mother
Same generation Ego Brother Sister
Next generation Son Daughter
Nephew NieceSecondgeneration
following
Grand son Granddaughter
Larson (1984: 121)
c. Titles
Titles are forms of people initial that show social ranks or gender. Titles that
are used by addresser to address interlocutor can be general title (Mr. Miss, and Ms.),
title plus first name (Mr. Mike), title plus last name (Miss Parkinson), and title plus
full name (Ms. Anna Khana). Titles are usually used to show respect that is given to
the interlocutor, in which he/she is older or has higher position.
d. Terms of Intimacy
These terms are used to show affection among two close persons who have
known and liked for each other and to show friendliness among friends, e.g. darling,
honey, dear, and lovely girl. Besides, the addresser can call his or her partner by using
abbreviation of the name of his or her partner, such as John for Jonathan and Sasa for
Sandra.
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e. Descriptive Phrases
Descriptive phrases are terms which include an element of description. The
phrases can be used as courtesy expressions or insulting expressions to address other
people. According to Gramely and Patzold (2009), there are numerous general terms
for males only such as buddy, chum, and fellow, some for females only such as toots
and babe, and the word guys for both males and females.
f. Pronouns
According to The Third edition of Cambridge Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary, pronoun is a word which is used instead of a noun or a noun phrase.
Pronouns are often used to refer to a noun that has already been mentioned. As well
as personal names, pronouns have also two models of pronoun systems; Bahasa
Indonesia Pronoun System and English Pronoun System.
Table 3. Bahasa Indonesia Pronoun System
Personal
Pronouns
Singular Plural
Familiar Formal Familiar Formal
1st Aku Saya Kami (exclusive) Kita (inclusive)
2nd Kau/Kamu Anda Kalian
3rd Dia Beliau Mereka Beliau-beliau
Simatupang (2000: 77)
In the model of Bahasa Indonesia pronoun system above, it can be concluded
that the pronoun system is divided both singular and plural into familiar and formal.
Bahasa Indonesia pronoun system is more specific with the division. Meanwhile, the
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English pronoun system is simpler without distinguishing singular and plural into
familiar and formal. Here the table of English pronoun system.
Table 4. English Pronoun System
Personal
Pronouns Singular Plural
1st I We
2nd You
3rd Masculine Feminine Neutral TheyHe She It
Larson (1984: 121)
g. Zero Address Terms
This type of address term is not using any specific address term to address the
interlocutor. It means that this type is not like personal names, kinship terms, and
titles which have specific term to address the interlocutor. They are used as attention
getters or greetings. For instance, hi, hello, excuse me, pardon me, and good morning.
4. Meaning Equivalence
The duty of translators is not only transferring the message into other languages
but also preserving the meaning into the appropriate translation. However, there must
be difficulties for translators in translating a text or an expression which contains
cultural aspect from area the setting take place. A word or a phrase sometimes has no
equivalent word in other languages. To solve the problem, translators should find the
equivalent word in the target language. To assess the degree of meaning equivalence
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of the address terms, this research employs the theory of meaning equivalence by
Roger T. Bell. According to Bell (1991:6), text in different languages can be
equivalent in different degrees. The explanations that are adapted from Fitriani (2014:
22), in her thesis entitled A Translation Analysis of Address Terms of Negeri 5
Menara in the Land of Five Towers, are described as follow.
a. Equivalent Meaning
1) Fully equivalent meaning occurs when the message of the source language is fully
translated into the target language.
SL : Hayo, bagaimana, Santayib?
TL : What do you say to that, Santayib?
2) Partly equivalent meaning occurs when the message of the source language is
changed by adding or omitting some information in the target language.
SL :Dan tentu sampean perlu memperhalus tarian Srintil.
TL : Yeah, and of course you’ll need to refine Srintil’s dancing.
The word sampean is an informal form of the second person pronoun that
comes from Javanese language that means kamu in Bahasa Indonesia, while the
word you is a formal or an informal form of the second person pronoun that can
be used to address anyone without distinguishing a culture.
b. Non-equivalent Meaning
1) Different meaning occurs when the meaning of the target language is differently
translated from the source language.
SL : Engkau tak mengerti aku bersusah payah membuat Sulam mabuk?
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TL : Don't you understand we worked so hard to get Sulam drunk?
The word aku refers to an informal form of the first person and refers to one
person, while the word we refers to a formal or a familiar form of the first person
pronoun that shows more than one person. It can be seen that the term that is
translated into we is different pronoun.
2) No meaning occurs when one or some words are omitted so that the target
language loses the information content of the source language.
SL : Kalau benar tuturmu, Kang, kita akan tetap betah tinggal di
pedukuhan ini.
TL : If what you say is true, we’ll be able to enjoy living in this little
hamlet again.
5. Synopsis of Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk is a trilogy of Ahmad Tohari’s novel which is
published first in 1982. The novel is the unity of trilogy Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk,
Lintang Kemukus Dinihari, and Jentera Bianglala. It has been printed for twelve
times in Bahasa Indonesia and has been translated into several languages such as
English, Japanese, German, and Dutch. More than 50 people use this novel for their
mini thesis and thesis. This novel is also adapted into a movie entitled Sang Penari in
2011. Moreover, the film then got ten nominations at Indonesian Film Festival 2011
and four Piala Citra.
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The story sets in the mid 1960s in a village named Dukuh Paruk. Srintil was
an eleven years old girl that grew up in Dukuh Paruk with Mr. Sakarya and Mrs.
Sakarya, her grandparents. Her parents were died when she was two years old. One
day, Mr. Sakarya saw Srintil dancing and he was convinced that she was possessed
by the ronggeng spirit. From that moment, Srintil was crowned as a new ronggeng,
replaced the last ronggeng that was dead twelve years earlier. She underwent some
steps to be a real ronggeng. People at Dukuh Paruk were really excited with the new
ronggeng. Srintil, day by day, became famous and loved by people because of her
beauty. Without realizing, Srintil really loved Rasus, a boy who also came from
Dukuh Paruk. However, there was a great disaster in Dukuh Paruk. Srintil was
arrested for two years. Unfortunately, the bigger disaster came to Srintil that made her
insane.
6. Related Studies
Two earlier researches are used as references in carrying out this research.
The first research was conducted by Heri Eka Yulyanal in 2008 entitled A
Translation Analysis of Address Terms of Pramoedya Ananta Toer’s Perburuan
Realized into Willem Samuel’s The Fugitive. It focuses on three types of address
terms. They are pronouns, kinships and titles. The researcher finds three translation
techniques that are equalization, substitution and deletion. He also finds that address
terms in the source text are mostly realized into the target text in non-equivalent
meaning. This shows that the realization of address terms is also non-equivalent to
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the cultural values of the source text. The address terms containing cultural values of
the source text tend to be realized into different meaning or no meaning in the target
text. The realization of address terms in the target text is disposed in domestication as
the translation ideology which emphasizes on the target language. It is intended to
produce the quality of the translation which sounds natural and acceptable in the
target language.
The second research was done by Candra Nila Fitriani (2014) entitled A
Translation Analysis of Address Terms of Negeri 5 Menara in The Land of Five
Towers. She discusses the types of address terms (pronouns, kinships, titles, names)
and the techniques by Molina and Albir used in translating address terms in the
novels. She also discusses the translation equivalence. Title is the most dominant type
of address term and borrowing is the most dominant technique which is used in the
translation in order to maintain the original language terms and to make the target
readers feel the same atmosphere as the native readers. The researcher also adds one
technique by Dinckan namely omission. Then, for measuring the meaning
equivalence, she adopts the notion of meaning equivalence from Bell. The degree of
meaning equivalence of the translation is fully equivalent.
In conducting the research, it has the sameness in terms of the formulated
problems that are discussed in chapter 1. However, there are some differences
between this research and the two earlier researches. First, in term of types of address
terms, the first research which is conducted by Yulyanal (2008) focuses on pronouns,
kinships and titles. Meanwhile, the second research that is done by Fitriani (2014)
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focuses on pronouns, kinships, titles, and names. Then, this research uses seven types
of address terms by Khani and Yousefi which are personal names, kinship terms,
titles, terms of intimacy, descriptive phrases, pronouns, and zero address terms.
Second, in terms of translation techniques, the first researcher finds equalization,
substitution and deletion techniques that are used by the translator. The second
researcher uses translation techniques by Molina and Albir, and this research employs
translation strategies by Guerra. Third, in measuring the degree of meaning
equivalence Yulyanal uses the theory by Nida, and Fitriani and the researcher use
Bell’s theory.
B. Conceptual Framework
Translating cultural terms like address terms is not as simple as it is imagined.
Some considerations have to be faced by the translator in translating Bahasa
Indonesia into English such as types of address terms, translation strategies employed
by the translator, and degree of meaning equivalence. These are due to the cultural
aspects that are transferred into English. The aims of this research focuses on finding
types of address terms found in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their
translation in The Dancer, translation strategies employed in translating the address
terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and degree of meaning equivalence of the
translation of address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer.
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There are some theories used by the researcher as the framework in this
research. Those theories are used to help the researcher in analyzing the problems that
have been formulated. This research adopts the notion of translation stating that it is
the replacement of textual material in one language (source language) by equivalent
textual material in another language (target language) by transferring the message and
the ideas from the source language into the target language and finding the equivalent
word, phrase, clause, and sentence in the target language.
In this research, the different types of address terms will be first discussed.
There are seven types of address terms proposed by Khani and Yousefi. They are
personal names, kinship terms, titles, terms of intimacy, descriptive phrases,
pronouns, and zero address terms. Personal names are commonly used to address
people by using interlocutor’s first name, last name, first and last name, or nickname.
Kinship terms indicate a family relationship that refers to family members, other
relatives, and people who do not include family relationship.
Titles are forms of people’s initial that show social ranks or gender. They can
be combined by the name of the interlocutor or only used by the title itself. Terms of
intimacy are used to show affection among two close persons who have known and
liked for each other and to show friendliness among friends. Descriptive phrases are
terms which include an element of description that can be used as courtesy
expressions or insulting expressions to address other people. Pronouns are used to
refer to a noun that has already been mentioned. Zero address terms is not using any
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specific address term to address the interlocutor and used as attention getters or
greetings.
This research adopts the translation strategies by Ana Fernandez Guerra.
There are fifteen strategies proposed by Guerra. They are adaptation, borrowing,
calque, compensation, omission, description, equivalence, amplification,
generalization, literal translation, modulation, particularisation, substitution,
transposition, and variation.
Adaptation is a strategy to replace the source language culture in the target
language culture. Borrowing is a strategy in which a word is taken straightly from the
source language. Calque is a strategy that can be described as a literal translation
(either lexical or structural) of a foreign word or phrase. Compensation is a strategy
of introducing a source language element of information or stylistic effect in another
place in the target language. Omission occurs when the translator omits or reduces a
source language information in the target language.
Description is a strategy of replacing a word by using a description of its form
or function without maintaining the original term. Equivalence refers to a strategy
that describes the same situation by using completely different stylistic or structural
methods for producing equivalent texts. Amplification is a strategy of introducing
details that are not mentioned in the source language. Generalization is a strategy of
replacing a word in the source language by a more general word in the target
language. Literal translation is a strategy that occurs when a word or a phrase in the
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source language is translated directly into a grammatically and idiomatically
appropriate target language.
Modulation is a strategy of changing point of view of the source language in
the target language but still conveying the same idea. Particularisation is a strategy
when the translator uses more specific, precise, or concrete word in the target
language. Linguistic – paralinguistic substitution is the replacement of linguistic
elements into paralinguistic elements, such as intonation and gestures, or vice versa.
Transposition is a strategy that changing grammatical category or replacing one part
of the speech for another, without changing the meaning of the message. Variation is
a strategy in which the translator changes elements such as tone, style, social dialect
and geographical dialect that affect several aspects of linguistic variation.
Then, this research adopts the notion of meaning equivalence from Bell. It is
said that text in different languages can be equivalent in different degrees. Meaning
equivalence is divided into equivalent meaning and non equivalent meaning.
Equivalent meaning consists of fully equivalent and partly equivalent while non
equivalent meaning consists of different meaning and no meaning.
Fully equivalent meaning occurs when the message of the source language is
fully translated into the target language. The message is not added or omitted.
Meanwhile, partly equivalent meaning occurs when the message of the source
language is changed by adding or omitting some information in the target language.
The source language is not fully translated into the target language.
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Different meaning occurs when the meaning of the target language is
differently translated from the source language. Furthermore, no meaning occurs
when one or some words are omitted so that the target language loses the information
content of the source language.
C. Analytical Construct
This research aims at discussing and knowing how the types of address terms
appear in the novel, how address terms are translated into English, and how the
translation of address terms can influence the degree of meaning equivalence.
Moreover, this research focuses on analyzing types of address terms which are found
in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer,
translation strategies employed in translating the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk, and degree of meaning equivalence of the translation of address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer.
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Cultures Translation Process
Figure 2. Analytical Construct
Interlingual Translation
The Dancer
(Target Language)
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(Source Language)
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6. Pronouns
7. Zero Address Terms
Transferring
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Translation of Address Terms
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Equivalent
Meaning
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Equivalent
Fully
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Different
Meaning
No
Meaning
1. Adaptation 9. Generalization
2. Borrowing 10.Literal Translation
3. Calque 11. Modulation
4. Compensation 12. Particularisation
5. Omission 13. Substitution
6. Description 14. Transposition
7. Equivalence 15. Variation
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Type of the Research
The type of this research is a descriptive-qualitative research. Qualitative
research by Suharso (2006: 1) is defined as “any kind of research that produces
findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of
quantification.” It means that qualitative research uses words in describing the
phenomenon other than uses measurement. Meanwhile, Moleong (2010: 5) states that
qualitative research is a research which applies naturalistic approach to seek and find
an understanding about the phenomenon in context-specific settings. It is also
understanding of the phenomenon that is experienced by research subject such as
behavior, perception, motivation, and action.
This research employs a descriptive-qualitative method since it concerns in
giving descriptions on analyzing the phenomenon in translation field. Further, as
stated by Strauss and Corbin in Syamsuddin and Damianti (2006: 73), it does not
employ statistic procedure and calculation.
This research describes the translation of address terms that focuses on
categorizing types of address terms, identifying translation strategies employed by the
translator in translating expressions containing address terms, and assessing degree of
meaning equivalence of the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk as the first data
source and their translated expressions in The Dancer as the second data source.
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B. Data and Sources of the Data
The data of this research were collected by the researcher in the form of words
and phrases in the dialogues containing expressions of address terms in the source
novel as the first data source and their translated expressions in the translated novel as
the second data source. The sources of the data of the research are Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk written by Ahmad Tohari and its English version The Dancer translated by
Rene T. A. Lysloff. The novel was published by Gramedia Pustaka Utama in
October 2012 as the ninth printed and the English version was published by The
Lontar Foundation in 2003. It was chosen since it is one of the best-seller novels and
there are many address terms found in this novel.
Also, the data are gained from three triangulators in assessing the degree of
meaning equivalence of the address terms. The triangulators are given the
questionnaires containing expressions of address terms in the source language and the
target language. The three triangulators are from the same Translation Concentration
of Yogyakarta State University.
C. Instruments of the Research
There are three instruments used in this research. The first instrument is the
researcher herself. It is in line with Moleong (2010: 9) that says in qualitative
research, the researcher or with the help of other people is the main instrument in
collecting the data. The researcher plays the role as the observer, the data collector,
and the analyst. The second instrument is data sheets, dictionaries, electronic books,
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and computer. The data sheets are used to record and classify words or phrases that
contain address terms in the source novel and the target novel which are then
transferred in the table in order to be analyzed. Dictionaries, electronic books, and
computer are used to gain some theories and information in this research. The third
instrument is the questionnaires that are given to the three triangulators in assessing
degree of meaning equivalence of the address terms.
D. Technique of Collecting Data
This research employs observation method to analyze the address terms in the
dialogues of the source language and the target language. In collecting the data, the
researcher will take some steps as presented as follows:
1. reading the novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and the English version The Dancer,
2. selecting all expressions consisting address terms in the dialogues of the two
novels,
3. transferring the expressions of address terms from the dialogues of the two novels
in the form of sentences in the data table,
4. reading the expressions carefully to determine whether the expressions are
belonging to address terms or not and reducing the expressions if they are not
belonging to address terms,
5. fixing the expressions containing address terms in Bahasa Indonesia and their
translation,
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6. classifying the fixing data based on types of address terms and the translation
strategies that used,
7. identifying the listed expressions containing address terms by interpreting the data
in some classification, e.g. the types of address terms, the translation strategies,
and the degree of meaning equivalence,
8. coding the data to make easier the analysis, and
9. giving questionnaires for respondents to assess the degree of meaning equivalence
of the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer.
To make the classification of the data easier to be analyzed, the researcher
gives codes to each of the data. The classification of the data and the abbreviations of
the code are bellow.
1. In terms of types of address terms
a. Personal Names (PN)
b. Kinship Terms (KT)
c. Titles (T)
d. Terms of Intimacy (ToI)
e. Descriptive Phrases (DP)
f. Pronouns (P)
g. Zero Address Terms (ZAT)
h. Occupational Terms (OT)
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2. In terms of translation strategies
a. Adaptation (ADP)
b. Borrowing (BOR)
c. Calque (CAL)
d. Compensation (COM)
e. Omission (OMI)
f. Description (DES)
g. Equivalence (EQU)
h. Amplification (AMP)
i. Generalization (GEN)
j. Literal Translation (LIT)
k. Modulation (MOD)
l. Particularisation (PAR)
m. Substitution (SUB)
n. Transposition (TRA)
o. Variation (VAR)
3. In terms of degree of meaning equivalence
a. Fully equivalent (4)
b. Partly equivalent (3)
c. Different meaning (2)
d. No meaning (1)
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The following coding is as an example.
type of address term in SL translation strategy
data number 003/KT-KT/GW/3 meaning equivalence
type of address term in TL
Figure 3. Example in coding a datum
E. Technique of Analyzing Data
After collecting, selecting, and also reducing the data from the source
language and the target language, the data will be analyzed by the researcher. In
analyzing the data, the data are undertaken in several steps. The steps are explained
below.
1. The first problem formulated is analyzed by determining the types of address
terms in the source expressions and the target expressions. It is because the types
of address terms in the source expressions are sometimes translated into different
types of address terms in the target expressions.
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2. The second problem formulated is analyzed by using the translation strategies.
The source expressions are compared with the target expressions by using the
strategies include a classification of the translation strategies in accordance with
the theory which is used in this research. They are adaptation, borrowing, calque,
compensation, omission, description, equivalence, amplification, generalization,
literal translation, modulation, particularisation, substitution, transposition, and
variation.
3. The third problem formulated that is the degree of meaning equivalence of the
translation of address terms is analyzed by using questionnaires to the three
respondents as the assessors.
Table 5. Example of Data Questionnaires
No.
SL Degree of Meaning Equivalence Contexts Reason
TL 4 3 2 1
In analyzing the data, there is table of the data sheets which is drawn to make
the research easier. The following is the table.
Table 6. Example of Data Sheets
C
o
de
S
E
Types of Address
Terms Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence
C
o
n
te
x
ts
T
E P
N K
T T To
I
D
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T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
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M
O
M
I
D
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EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
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R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R
4 3 2 1
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F. Trustworthiness
In order to get the trustworthiness of the data, there are some criteria that are
used to check the data and the data analysis. According to Moleong (2010: 324), there
are four criteria to check the trustworthiness of the data. They are credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirm-ability. In this research, the
trustworthiness of the data is gained by using credibility, dependability, and
conformability.
Credibility focuses on the completeness of the explanation provided and the
analytical abilities of the researcher. The credibility of the data can be acquired by
doing observation of the data. The data are read several times. Then they are collected
and classified in accordance with the research questions.
Dependability of this research is stability of the data and no changes in final
data. In order to reach the dependability, the processes of data collection and data
analysis in this research are examined by some peers who are in Translation
Concentration. They are Wulandari, S.S., Oktafiani Prima Sari, and Ika Wahyu
Maylani.
Conformability concerns in measuring how far the finding and interpretation
of the data are truly based on the theory. The data and the analysis are checked by
two supervisors, Andy Bayu Nugroho, S. S., M. Hum. and Rachmat Nurcahyo, M.A.,
and the triangulators from English Language and Literature at State University of
Yogyakarta. The triangulators are asked by the researcher to check whether the
findings are equivalent or not.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
A. Findings
This chapter consists of three sub-chapters. They are the data findings which
are based on the three problems formulation as mentioned in Chapter I; findings of
the types of address terms which are found in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their
translation in The Dancer, findings of the translation strategies employed in
translating address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and findings of the degree of
meaning equivalence of the translation of address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk
and their translation in The Dancer. In this research, there are 203 data of address
terms found in 404 pages of the source novel.
1. Types of Address Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and Their Translation in
The Dancer
In the novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, there are five types of address terms
proposed by Khani and Yousefi found. They are personal names, kinship terms, titles,
terms of intimacy, and pronouns.The researcher also finds one other type of address
term, namely occupational terms proposed by Braun (1988). However, there are some
address terms that are not translated in the target language which are then categorized
as unrealized. The table below shows the frequency and percentage of types of
address terms which are found in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer.
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Table 7. Data Findings of Types of Address Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and Their Translation in The Dancer
Source Language Target Language
No. Types of Address
Terms
Frequency Percentage
(%)
No. Types of Address
Terms
Frequency Percentage (%)
1. Personal Names 18 8.87%
1. Personal Names 13 6.41%
2. Pronouns 1 0.49%
3. Unrealized 4 1.97%
2. Kinship Terms 33 16.25%
1. Kinship Terms 24 11.82%
2. Pronouns 5 2.46%
3. Unrealized 4 1.97%
3. Titles 102 50.25%
1. Titles 48 23.65%
2. Pronouns 15 7.39%
3. Personal Names 10 4.93%
4. Occupational Terms 2 0.99%
5. Unrealized 27 13.30%
4. Terms of Intimacy 7 3.45% 1. Terms of Intimacy 3 1.48%2. Unrealized 4 1.97%
5. Pronouns 36 17.73%
1. Pronouns 24 11.82%
2. Titles 2 0.99%
3. Kinship Terms 1 0.49%
4. Personal Names 1 0.49%
5. Unrealized 8 3.94%
6. Occupational Terms* 7 3.45%
1. Occupational Terms 4 1.97%
2. Pronouns 1 0.49%
3. Titles 1 0.49%
4. Unrealized 1 0.49%
Summary 203 100% Summary 203 100%
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Notes: : * Newly found
From Table 7, it is known that the expressions in the source language using
address terms are 203 data. The first type of address terms which is mostly used in
the novel is titles with 102 data (50.25%) in the source language. From those data,
titles are translated into titles, pronouns, personal names, occupational terms, and
unrealized in the target language. The second type of address terms is followed by
pronouns with 36 data (17.73%) in the source language which are then translated into
pronouns, titles, kinship terms, personal names, and unrealized in the target language.
Then, the third type of address terms mostly appears in the novel is kinship terms
with 33 data (16.25%) in the source language and in the target language they are
translated into kinship terms, pronouns, and unrealized. The fourth type of address
terms is personal names with 18 data (8.87%) in the source language and in the target
language they are translated into personal names, pronouns, and unrealized. The fifth
type of address terms is terms of intimacy which appears 7 times (3.45%) in the
source language which are translated into terms of intimacy and unrealized. The sixth
type of address terms is occupational terms, which is not stated by Khani and Yousefi
and this term is according to Braun (1988), found with 7 data (3.45%) in the source
language and they are translated into occupational terms, pronouns, titles, and
unrealized.
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2. Strategies Employed in Translating the Address Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk
In this research, out of 15 strategies which are proposed by Ana Fernandez
Guerra (2012), there are 11 strategies employed by the translator in translating the
address terms in The Dancer. Those strategies are adaptation, borrowing, calque,
compensation, omission, description, amplification, generalization, literal translation,
modulation, and particularisation. The Table 8 below shows the frequency and the
percentage of the strategies employed in translating the address terms.
Table 8. Data Findings of the Strategies Employed in Translating Address
Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk
No. Strategies Frequency Percentage (%)
1. Adaptation 5 2.46%
2. Borrowing 19 9.36%
3. Calque 1 0.49%
4. Compensation 9 4.43%
5. Omission 58 28.57%
6. Description 1 0.49%
7. Amplification 10 4.93%
8. Generalization 29 14.29%
9. Literal Translation 31 15.27%
10. Modulation 26 12.81%
11. Particularisation 14 6.90%
Summary 203 100%
Based on Table 8, it can be concluded that the translator mostly employs
omission strategy with 58 data (28.57%) in translating address terms in Ronggeng
Dukuh Paruk. The second strategy that is mostly used by the translator is literal
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translation which appears 31 times (15.27%). The third strategy is generalization with
29 data (14.29%). The fourth strategy that is used by the translator is modulation with
26 data (12.81%). Then, it is followed by borrowing with 19 data (9.36%) and
particularisation which appears 14 times (6.90%). Next, there is amplification which
appears 10 times (4.93%). It is followed by compensation strategy with 9 data
(4.43%) and adaptation strategy with 5 data (2.46%). Furthermore, there are two
strategies that are on the lowest number namely calque and description with 1 datum.
Those strategies have the same percentage number around 0.49%.
There are four strategies proposed by Guerra that are not used by the
translator in translating the address terms. They are equivalence, substitution,
transposition, and variation. Those strategies are not chosen by the translator since
they are not appropriate to translate such address terms. Equivalence is used to
translate formulaic language such as idiom, collocation, proverb, etc. Generally, the
address terms are not found in the form of formulaic language. Substitution is used to
replace linguistic elements into paralinguistic elements, the aspects of spoken
communication which do not employ words, such as intonation and gestures. In fact,
the address terms in the source language are not replaced by paralinguistic elements.
Transposition is applied in changing grammatical category or replacing one part of
the speech for another, without changing the meaning of the message. Meanwhile, the
address terms are always in the form of noun. Variation is applied in changing
elements that affect several aspects of linguistic variation such as tone, style, social
dialect and geographical dialect. It can be seen that the translator transfers the
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meaning aspect of the address terms not their aspects of linguistic variation since they
are presented in the written form.
3. Degree of Meaning Equivalence of the Translation of Address Terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and Their Translation in The Dancer
The degree of meaning equivalence is divided into four criteria based on
Bell’s theory. They are fully equivalent, partly equivalent, different meaning, and no
meaning. The degree of meaning equivalence is used to assess the accuracy in the
novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk by Ahmad Tohari translated into The Dancer by Rene
T. A. Lysloff. Table 9 below shows the frequency and the percentage of the degree of
meaning equivalence.
Table 9. Data Findings of Degree of Meaning Equivalence of the Translation of
Address Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and Their Translation in The Dancer
No. Degree of Meaning Equivalence Frequency Percentage (%)
1. Fully Equivalent 59 29.06%
2. Partly Equivalent 83 40.89%
3. Different Meaning 14 6.90%
4. No Meaning 47 23.15%
Summary 203 100%
Based on Table 9, from 203 data, the translation of address terms in The
Dancer is mostly partly equivalent with 83 data (40.89%). It is followed by fully
equivalent with 59 data (29.06%) and no meaning with 47 data (23.15%). The lowest
number of frequency is different meaning with 14 data (6.90%).
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4. The Relation of the Types, the Translation Strategies, and the Degree of
Meaning Equivalence
This part presents the additional finding in this research. This finding shows
the relationship between the three formulated problems of the research which are the
types of address terms found in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer, the translation strategies employed in translating the address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and the degree of meaning equivalence of the translation of
the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer.
Table 10. The Relation of the Types, the Translation Strategies, and the Degree
of Meaning Equivalence
Translation
Strategies
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Adaptation 4 0
53 4 1 52 0
1 0
Borrowing 4 12 1 3 3 19
193 02 0
1 0
Calque 4 1 1
13 02 0
1 0
Compensation 4 1 1
93 1 5 6
2 2 2
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1 0
Omission 4 0
583 1 10 112 0
1 4 4 26 4 8 1 47
Description 4 0
13 1 12 0
1 0
Amplification 4 1 1 3 5
103 1 3 1 52 0
1 0
Generalization 4 1 2 3
293 1 5 12 5 3 262 0
1 0
Literal
Translation
4 8 9 1 5 23
313 6 2 82 0
1 0
Modulation 4 1 1 2
263 1 12 132 1 2 8 11
1 0
Particularisation 4 2 2 1 5
143 2 4 2 82 1 1
1 0
Total 18 33 102 7 36 7 203 203
As seen in Table 10, the relation between the types, the translation strategies,
and the degree of meaning equivalence can be drawn as the following.
a. Titles are the most frequent type of address term that appears in the novel. It is
because the characters in the novel have various conditions such as age, gender,
and social class. They use titles to show respect from their different conditions,
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for example a younger to an older, a man to a woman, and a higher class to a
lower class and vice versa. In translating titles, omission, modulation, and
generalization are the most strategies used by the translator.
b. Omission, literal translation, generalization, and modulation are the most frequent
strategies used by the translator in translating address terms in the novel. They are
often used in translating title and kinship term. Omission results 47 no meaning
and 11 partly equivalent. Literal translation results 23 fully equivalent and 8
partly equivalent. Generalization results 3 fully equivalent and 26 partly
equivalent. Modulation results 2 fully equivalent, 13 partly equivalent, and 11
different meaning. The translator often uses them since the terms do not perform a
relevant function or may mislead the reader. Also, it is intended to avoid
repetitions and the translator wants to use his style in translating the address terms
without changing the meaning.
c. Calque and description are the lowest strategies used by the translator in
translating address terms in the novel. Both calque and description are used in
translating 1 title. Calque is rarely used by the translator since there are
differences in grammatical structure between the source language and the target
language so that it is better that the translator uses the fixed lexical and structural
of address terms in the target language. Description becomes the lowest strategy
since address terms are presented in simple ways of words or phrases in
addressing people. In addition, using description strategy makes the translated
expression less efficient.
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d. The most frequent data with partly equivalent is found in generalization with 26
data. They are used in translating personal names with 1 datum, kinship terms
with 5 data, titles with 12 data, occupational terms with 3 data, and pronouns with
5 data. It is because the address terms are translated into more general terms
which make the information in the source language is not fully presented in the
target language.
e. The most frequent data with different meaning is found in modulation with 11
data. They are used in translating kinship term 1 datum, title 2 data, and pronoun
with 8 data. It can be seen that transferring messages of address terms in different
point of view results the same ideas but in different meaning.
B. Discussion
In this chapter, the discussion of the analyzed data will be divided into three
sub-chapters based on the three formulated problems of the research. They are the
analysis of the types of the address terms which are found in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk
and their translation in The Dancer, the analysis of the translation strategies
employed in translating the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk, and the
analysis of the degree of meaning equivalence of the translation of the address terms
in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The Dancer. In each sub-chapter,
the discussions will be given some examples and further explanation.
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1. Types of Address Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and Their Translation in
The Dancer
This sub-chapter is aimed at describing types of address terms which are
found in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer. As seen in the data findings, there are five types of address terms found in
the novel Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk. The types are personal names, kinship terms,
titles, terms of intimacy, and pronouns. Moreover there is one other type of address
term found, namely occupational terms. Examples of each type and detail explanation
of them are discussed below.
a. Personal Names
In this research, there are 18 data categorized into personal names in the
source language. From 18 data that are categorized into personal names, the translator
translates personal names into personal names and pronouns. There are also some
personal names not translated in the target language which are then categorized into
unrealized. Below are some examples of personal names and the detail explanations.
SE: Kita hanya akan bermain lagi kalau Srintil berjanji akan memberi kami upah.
TE: We’ll start playing again only if you promise to pay us.
(Datum 011/PN-P/GEN/3)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Warta and Srintil in the
afternoon on the stony ground beneath the jackfruit tree. At that time, Srintil was
possessed by indang spirit. She danced with half-closed eyes and sang many of the
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ronggeng songs. She showed no evidence when she was tired and continued to
demand more of her friends.
In the example above, the word Srintil in the source language is used by
Warta to address Srintil. Srintil is categorized as personal names since it is a name of
a person. However, in the target language, the translator translates that name into you.
The word you is categorized as pronoun and it belongs to second personal pronoun of
both singular and plural form. In these expressions, the translator employs
generalization strategy and the degree of meaning equivalence is partly equivalent.
SE: Wah, kau benar, Rasus.
TE: You’re right, Rasus.
(Datum 022/PN-PN/BOR/4)
From the expression above, the datum is taken from the dialogue between
Srintil and Rasus in the early evening at the fountain. Srintil and Rasus were the
Paruk Villagers who became orphan since their parents had been poisoned by tempeh
bongkrek and died. They spent their childhood together with Warta and Darsun.
However, since Srintil had been crowned as a new ronggeng, they never played
together easily.
The word Rasus in the source language is used by Srintil to address Rasus. It
is considered as a type of address term that is personal names. Rasus is a name of a
person, so that it is categorized as personal names. Meanwhile, in the target language
the translator also translates the word Rasus into Rasus. The translator borrows the
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word from the source language and the degree of meaning equivalence is fully
equivalent.
SE: Tetapi, Jus, kali ini payah.
TE: But this time, it's more difficult.
(Datum 200/PN-(-)/OMI/1)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Pak Blengur and Bajus
in the evening after the meeting in the conference room at the hotel. They were in a
discussion in which Bajus asked for work to Pak Blengur. However, from the
meeting, Pak Blengur would only get the contract for 100 million in which it was
only a small project.
As seen from the example above, the term Jus is used by Pak Blengur to
address Bajus. Bajus is categorized as personal names since it is a name of a person.
Bajus was the head of some workers in surveying the land and marking the
boundaries for a large aqueduct near Paruk Village and Pak Blengur was a man who
gave some projects to Bajus. In the target language, the translator does not translate it
since the word does not have influence in the target language. The translator employs
omission strategy and degree of meaning equivalence is no meaning.
b. Kinship Terms
In the source language, there are 33 data which are categorized into kinship
terms. From 33 data, the translator translates kinship terms into kinship terms and
pronouns. Moreover, the translator does not translate some kinship terms in the target
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language which are then categorized into unrealized. Below are some examples in
detail explanations.
SE: Ayah, engkau jangan mengajak orang menuduh anakmu sendiri dengan keji!
TE: Father, how can you allow people to accuse me of such a thing?
(Datum 019/KT-KT/LIT/4)
As seen in the example above, it is taken from the dialogue between Santayib
and Sakarya, his father. This dialogue happened around noon when Sakarya and some
neighbors came to Sakarya’s house since some people were dying from eating
contaminated bongkrek. They asked for responsibility for what was happening
because of tempeh bongkrek.
As explained in Chapter II, kinship terms are related to family relationship
that can be from blood relation, marriage, and adoption. The word ayah in the source
language is used to address a male parent by his/her child. It is categorized as kinship
terms since it is used by the family member that is Santayib as Sakarya’s son to
address his father. In the target language, the word father also refers to a male parent.
The translator applies literal translation strategy to translate it and the translation is
fully equivalent.
SE: Boleh jadi demikian, Nek.
TE: It could be.
(Datum 024/KT-(-)/OMI/1)
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The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Nenek Rasus,
his Grandmother at grandma’s house. Rasus lied to his grandma that his father had
appeared in Rasus’ dream. He told that his father’s wish was to give the keris to the
one who was to become the village ronggeng, that was Srintil, and his grandma
believed that lies.
Nek comes from the word Nenek. Nenek is a mother of someone’s father or
mother. Nek here is categorized as kinship terms because there is blood relation
between the addresser and the interlocutor. It is also used by Rasus to address his
grandmother, Nenek Rasus. Meanwhile, the translator omits the word Nek in the
target language so that the translation becomes no meaning.
SE: Mengapa Emak menangis?
TE: Why are you crying?
(Datum 160/KT-P/GEN/3)
The datum above presents a part of the dialogue between Goder and Srintil. It
took place under the areca tree where Goder was playing in one afternoon. Srintil was
crying because Nyai Kartareja asked her to go back to what she did in the past. She
wanted Srintil to go with Pak Marsusi and served him as a woman.
Emak is a female parent that is used by some people in some areas. In this
case, the word Emak is used by Paruk Villager in Central Java. Emak is used to
address Srintil by Goder, a foster child of Srintil. It is categorized as kinship terms
because kinship terms can be from adoption. Goder had been considered as Srintil’s
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son. Goder was adopted by Srintil from Tampi, Goder’s mother. The translator
applies general strategy and translates Emak into you. The word you belongs to
personal pronoun of the singular form in English.
c. Titles
In this research, titles are mostly used in the novel to address the interlocutor.
There are 102 data belonging to titles in the source language. From 102 data that are
found, the translator translates titles into titles, pronouns, and personal names. There
are also some titles that are not translated by the translator in the target language,
called unrealized. Below are some examples in detail explanations.
SE: Dari Pecikalan, Kek.
TE: From Pecikalan.
(Datum 033/T-(-)/OMI/1)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Dower and Kartareja on
Friday night at Kartareja's house. Dower came to Kartareja’s house because he heard
news about the bukak klambu contest. He told to Kartareja in taking part the contest
and only brought two silver rupiah at that time.
From the example above, the word Kek is used by Dower to address Kartareja.
It is categorized into titles since the addresser uses it to address an older man whom
he respects. Kartareja was considered as the elder after Sakarya and had become the
village dukun for ronggeng. In the target language, the translator omits the word and
the translation becomes no meaning.
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SE: Tidak demikian, Pak.
TE: It’s not that, sir.
(Datum 065/T-T/LIT/4)
The example above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Sersan
Slamet one evening at the entrance to the market place. Rasus was asked to join with
the army by Sersan Slamet. He also was given fatigues and became a tobang. Rasus
was confused and could not answer immediately. However, finally he accepted the
offer.
The word Pak is used by Rasus to address Sersan Slamet. It is categorized as
titles since it is used to address an older man in the formal form. It is translated into
sir which is used as a formal and polite way of speaking to a man. Both are used to
show respect to the interlocutor.
SE: Kakak juga pintar menangkap capung dengan getah nangka?
TE: Do you know how to capture a dragonfly with jackfruit tree sap?
(Datum 075/T-P/GEN/3)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Srintil and a boy of
Paruk under the tree. Srintil accompanied the boy and his friends as they chased after
goats and helped them build kites from the leaves of the turnip plant until a boy asked
her about capturing a dragonfly with jackfruit tree sap.
As seen in the example above, the word kakak is categorized as titles since it
is used by a boy to address Srintil in which Srintil is older than him. It is also used to
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show respect to the interlocutor. Furthermore, the translator translated the word kakak
into you in the target language. The word you is considered as second personal
pronoun of singular form.
d. Terms of Intimacy
There are 7 data found that belong to terms of intimacy. From 7 data that are
found, the translator translates terms of intimacy into terms of intimacy and some
terms are not translated by the translator. Below are the examples with detail
explanations.
SE: Eling, Kang.
TE: Remember, my dear.
(Datum 030/ToI-ToI/ADP/3)
The expression above presents a part of the dialogue between Nyai Kartareja
and Kartareja. The dialogue took place at Ki Secamenggala’s grave in the village
cemetery in the morning. Kartareja was possessed by the spirit of Ki Secamenggala. It
was because there was the ritual bathing of a ronggeng dancer. It was intended to
pass through the stages before she could be called a real ronggeng.
Based on the example above, the word Kang is categorized as terms of
intimacy since it shows affection between a wife and his husband. It refers to an older
male or boy with the same parents. It is used by Javanese to address an older man. In
Java, it can also be used by a wife to address her husband. The word Kang here is
used by Nyai Kartareja to address her husband, Kartareja. It is influenced by culture
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of Javanese. Therefore, the translator employs adaptation strategy to translate that has
cultural element and the translation of the expression is partly equivalent.
SE: Percayalah, sahabatku, tak ada yang salah pada diriku.
TE: Believe me.
(Datum 041/ToI-(-)/OMI/1)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Warta on a
Saturday morning at the rice fields, near the outskirts of the village. They were close
friends. Rasus had gotten a crush on Srintil. He was sad because Srintil had to do the
last ritual that was called bukak klambu where Srintil had to give and lose her
virginity to a man that could win the competition by giving a gold piece.
As seen in the example above, sahabatku is also categorized as terms of
intimacy. Besides used to show affection, terms of intimacy are also used to show
friendliness among friends. Sahabat refers to a close friend. Rasus, Warta, and
Darsun are close friends. However, in the target language, the translator omits the
word and the translation becomes no meaning.
e. Pronouns
There are 36 data found that belong to pronouns in the source language. From
36 data, the translator translates pronouns into pronouns, titles, kinship terms, and
personal names. However, there are some pronouns which are not translated by the
translator in the target language. It is called unrealized. Below are some examples in
detail explanations.
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SE: Tanpa cungkil mustahil kita dapat mencabut singkong sialan ini,
TE: Otherwise, we’ll never get this damn cassava out.
(Datum 001/P-P/GEN/4)
The example above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus, Warta, and
Darsun on the outskirts of the village, one afternoon. They were struggling to pull a
cassava plant from the hardened and gravelly earth. They had almost given up hope
because its roots were buried deep.
The word kita is used by Rasus to address himself, Warta, and Darsun. The
word kita is categorized as pronouns since it is considered as first personal pronoun
of the formal form of the plural form. It is translated into we which is also considered
as first personal pronoun of the plural form. However, it does not determine familiar
or formal form like Bahasa Indonesia Pronoun System. The word kita refers to we
that both are used to address addresser himself/herself and at least one other person
who is considered together.
SE: Sampean telah menyinggung perasaan kami.
TE: Bakar, I am offended by your remarks.
(Datum 132/P-PN/PAR/3)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Sakarya and Bakar in
the afternoon at Bakar's home, in Dawuan. Sakarya came to Bakar’s home with
Srintil to declare that they did not want to be involved in riots. However, Bakar
offended them by saying contemptuous remarks regarding Paruk’s forefather.
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Sampean is categorized as pronouns since it has meaning kamu or Anda in
Bahasa Indonesia. The word sampean is used by Javanese to address people who are
from middle class with respect without purposing to underestimate a job that the
interlocutor has. It is considered as second personal pronoun of singular form.
Meanwhile, the translator translates sampean into Bakar which is categorized as
personal names.
SE: Aku tidak bohong.
TE: No kidding.
(Datum 005/P-(-)/OMI/1)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Srintil.
They were on the stony ground beneath the jackfruit tree. There were also Warta and
Darsun. Rasus searched for a mango tree and picked several large leaves to be made
garland of leaves for Srintil.
As seen from the expression above, the word aku is categorized as pronouns.
Aku refers to first personal pronoun of familiar and singular form. It is used by the
addresser to address himself, Rasus, when he was speaking with Srintil. Meanwhile,
the translator does not translate it in the target language. It is because the word aku
does not influence in the target language.
f. Occupational Terms
This term is newly found in this research. Occupational terms, proposed by
Braun (1988), are not stated in the Khani and Yousefi’s theory. As well as terms of
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intimacy, there are also 7 data found that belong to occupational terms. From those 7
data, the translator translates occupational terms into occupational terms, titles, and
pronouns. However, there are some terms that are omitted by the translator in the
target language, called unrealized. Below are the examples with detail explanations
SE: Maaf, Sersan, aku tak bisa menerangkannya sekarang.
TE: I’m sorry, Sergeant, I can’t explain it right now.
(Datum 069/OT-OT/BOR/4)
The expression above presents a part of the dialogue between Rasus and
Sersan Slamet at dusk in the middle of the forest. Rasus hated the health official
because he thought that the health official had taken his mother from him. Then
Rasus tried to revenge the health official by firing a stone that he imagined as the
health official.
Sersan is a soldier of middle rank. According to Oxford Dictionary, it is a
rank of non-commissioned officer in the army or air force, above corporal and below
staff sergeant. Sersan is categorized as occupational terms since the person that is
addressed by the addresser has a job as a sersan (sergeant). The word is used by
Rasus to address Sersan Slamet.
SE: Benar, Kep.
TE: Yes, sir.
(Datum 151/OT-T/GEN/3)
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The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Kapten
Mortir. It took place at commander's office in Eling-Eling. The dialogue happened
because Rasus wanted to meet Srintil that was arrested in the prison in Eling-Eling.
The word Kep is from Kapten. According to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia,
kapten is a rank of officer in the army below major and above lieutenant. It is
categorized as occupational terms. It is used by Rasus to address Kapten Mortir that
works as the commander in the prison in Eling-Eling. Meanwhile, the translator
translates the word Kep into sir. Sir is categorized as titles since it is used as a formal
and polite way of speaking to an older man that shows respect to the interlocutor.
SE: Kopral tinggal di sini dan kuserahi tanggung jawab.
TE: You'll stay here.
(Datum 068/OT-P/GEN/3)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Sersan Slamet and
Kopral Pujo in one morning, in the headquarters. That day, food and other essentials
had not yet arrived and the supplies were running short. Sersan Slamet decided to
hunt in the forest for wild boar or deer with some men to accompany him.
Based on the example above, the word Kopral is categorized as occupational
terms since the interlocutor works as a kopral. Kopral is a rank of non-commissioned
officer in the army, above lance corporal or private first class and below sergeant. In
the target language, the translator translates it into you. The word you belongs to
personal pronoun of the singular form in English.
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2. Strategies Employed in Translating the Address Terms in Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk
This sub-part is aimed at describing translation strategies employed in
translating the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk. In this research, there are
203 data containing address terms translated using 11 strategies. They are adaptation,
borrowing, calque, compensation, omission, description, amplification,
generalization, literal translation, modulation, and particularization. Below are the
discussions with some examples and further explanation.
a. Adaptation
Adaptation is a strategy to replace the message into different situation due to
the source language message is unknown in the target language culture. However, the
meaning is still equivalence. In this research, there are 5 data found using adaptation
strategy. Below are the examples and further explanations.
SE: He, Nyai.
TE: Hey, lady.
(Datum 052/T-T/ADP/3)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Sulam and Nyai
Kartareja. It took place at Kartareja's house on Saturday night. It was the night when
bukak-klambu contest was held. There were Sulam and Dower in the contest. Nyai
Kartareja gave them liquor and Sulam asked Nyai Kartareja why she only gave Sulam
one bottle of liquor.
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The datum above is categorized as adaptation strategy because the translator
replaces the message in the source language with the same situation in the target
language by using the closest expression. The word nyai refers to respectful term of
address to an older woman. It is used by Javanese. Meanwhile, a word lady refers to a
polite or old fashioned way of referring to or talking to a woman.
SE: Aku mau pulang, Nyai!
TE: I’m going home, madam.
(Datum 082/T-T/ADP/3)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Marsusi and Nyai
Kartareja at Kartareja's house in the evening. Marsusi felt angry because Srintil had
not come yet to Kartareja’s house. He was impatiently waiting for Srintil. So he
decided to go home.
The expression above belongs to adaptation strategy. The word Nyai is used
by Marsusi to address Nyai Kartareja. The word Nyai is included to a respectful term
of address to an older woman used by Javanese. Meanwhile, the word madam refers
to a formal and polite way of speaking to a woman. In this case, the translator
replaces the message in the source language into different situation in which it is still
equivalent in the target language. The word madam in the target language is close
enough to replace the word Nyai in the source language.
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b. Borrowing
Borrowing is a strategy that occurs when a word is straightly taken from the
source language by the translator without translating it. There are 19 data considered
borrowing strategy. There are two types of borrowing in the data. They are pure
borrowing and naturalized borrowing. Below are the examples and the explanations.
SE: Bukankah begitu, Warta? Darsun?
TE: Don’t you think, Warta? Darsun?
(Datum 006/PN-PN/BOR/4)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus, Warta, and
Darsun. It took place on the stony ground beneath the jackfruit tree, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the western sky. They were with Srintil. Rasus gave
compliment to Srintil because Srintil was wearing the crown of leaves that Rasus
made.
Based on the datum above, the translator uses borrowing strategy in
translating the address terms in the novel. It is due to a name of a person that is Warta
in the target language, is taken straightly from the source language. It means that the
translator keeps the word Warta in the source language into the target language. It is
categorized as pure borrowing since there is no change of any kind in the target
language.
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SE: Aduh, Kopral.
TE: Corporal.
(Datum 070/OT-OT/BOR/4)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Kopral Pujo
in the corner of the rice field that connected Paruk with the outside world. They were
assigned to watch Paruk. Paruk could be the target of robbery since there was gold in
Srintil’s house.
The datum above presents borrowing strategy. In this case, it belongs to
naturalized borrowing. The word Kopral in the source language is taken directly in
the target language. However, the word has some change in the spelling and phonetic
adaptation. So that it becomes Corporal.
c. Calque
Calque is a strategy that can be described as a literal translation (either lexical
or structural) of a foreign word or phrase. In this research, there is only one datum
that is categorized using calque strategy. The following explanation is the example.
SE: Kalian, orang-orang pasar, jangan iri hati.
TE: You market people, don't be jealous.
(Datum 064/T-T/CAL/4)
The expression above presents a part of the dialogue between Srintil and
people in Dawuan Market. Srintil met Rasus in Dawuan Market since he worked
there. Rasus talked to Srintil about the night that they had done before bukak klambu
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contest. However, Srintil felt uncomfortable if people heard that so that she asked
Rasus to go to the little foodstail to talk everything.
As seen in the expression above, it belongs to calque strategy since the phrase
market people preserves the syntactic structure in the target language. In the source
language, orang-orang refers to header of the phrase while pasar refers to modifier of
the phrase. Meanwhile, in the target language people which means orang-orang is
used as header of the phrase and market is used as modifier. The syntactic structure of
a phrase in Bahasa Indonesia is presented in the form of header+modifier, so that this
strategy introduces the fixed phrase in the target language. Consequently, the phrase
market people is translated into orang-orang pasar.
d. Compensation
Compensation is a strategy of introducing a source language element of
information or stylistic effect in another place in the target language because it cannot
be reflected in the same place as in the source language. There are 9 data found using
compensation strategy. The following explanations are the examples.
SE: Oh, Nenek pikun.
TE: Oh, you’ve forgotten
(Datum 074/KT-P/COM/3)
The datum above presents the dialogue between Srintil and Rasus’ grandma.
It took place at grandma's bed. Srintil who slept a night at Rasus’ house was looking
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for Rasus. It is because when she woke up Rasus was not there. He had returned to
the headquarters.
The expression above uses compensation strategy. The source language refers
to Nenek Rasus who was senile. The term Nenek is used by Srintil to address Nenek
Rasus who is older than her. Meanwhile, in the target language the word Nenek is
translated into you which sounds more general. Consequently, it losses a semantic
part of the whole expression, from using formal address term become using an equal
term. What makes it categorized as compensation is in the word pikun which is
translated into have forgotten. The translator expresses degree of formality in
different way by using the words have forgotten, in order to preserve the same level
of formality.
SE: Saudara-saudaraku dari Dukuh Paruk!
TE: My dear friends from Paruk.
(Datum 123/T-T/COM/2)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Sentika and People from
Paruk at the front door of Sentika's house. They were invited to show the
performance of a ronggeng in Sentika’s house. They just arrived and were welcomed
by Sentika.
The words saudara-saudaraku in the source language and my dear friends
both refer to people from Paruk. The use of the word dear shows a different stylistic
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effect in the target language that is more intimate. Thus, it is categorized using
compensation strategy since the target language presents different style effect.
e. Omission
Omission occurs when the translator omits or reduces the source language
information in the target language. In this research, omission can be fully omitted or
partly omitted by the translator. Partly omitted means the translator reduces some
information in the source language. There are 58 data included using omission
strategy. Below are the example and further explanations.
SE: Dan kau, Kartareja!
TE: And, you.
(Datum 046/PN-(-)/OMI/1)
The datum above presents a part of the dialogue between Dower and Kartareja
on Saturday night at Kartareja's house. There was also Sulam who wanted to
participate in bukak-klambu contest. Dower convinced Kartareja to accept him as the
winner since he brought two silver rupiah and a female buffalo.
As seen in the datum above, it is categorized as omission strategy in
translating the source language into the target language. It is because the translator
does not translate the word Kartareja in the source language. It can be seen that the
word Kartareja that is used by Dower to address Kartareja is omitted by the translator
in the target language.
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SE: Di mana dia, Mak?
TE: Where is she?
(Datum 128/KT-(-)/OMI/1)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Waras and Nyai
Sentika, his mother. It happened in the kitchen when the rays of the sun began to
brush over the hills and sweep the morning mist away. Waras looked for Srintil when
Srintil still slept.
Based on the example above, the translator employs omission strategy in
translating the source language into the target language. It is used by Waras to
address his mother, Nyai Sentika. The word Mak in the source language, which
means mother, is not realized in the target language. It is because the translator omits
Mak in the target language.
f. Description
Description is a strategy in which a word is replaced by a description of its
form or function without maintaining the original term. There is only one datum that
employs description strategy. Below is the example.
SE: Mau makan, Jenganten?
TE: Would you like something to eat, young lady?
(Datum 084/T-T/DES/3)
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The example above presents a part of the dialogue between Srintil and the
Shopkeeper in Dawuan Market. She ran away from Nyai Kartareja. Srintil entered the
small foodstail. They sat there with a bad condition.
By the translator, description strategy is employed in translating the
expression above. The word Jenganten is used to refer to a daughter of an upper class
person in Javanese. However, in the novel Srintil was not described as a daughter of
an upper class person, but she was a ronggeng that had higher social status than other
persons. It is a title used by people who have lower social status to address a young
girl. Meanwhile, in the target language the translator translates Jenganten into young
lady which refers to Jenganten.
g. Amplification
Amplification is a strategy of introducing details that are not mentioned or
expressed in the source language. It can be identified by giving more information,
translator’s note, or explicative paraphrasing. There are 10 data categorized
employing amplification strategy in translating address terms from Ronggeng Dukuh
Paruk into The Dancer. The following explanations are the examples.
SE: Kalian datang membawa persoalan ke rumah ini.
TE: You two have brought a problem to this house.
(Datum 050/P-P/AMP/4)
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The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Kartareja, Sulam, and
Dower, on Saturday night, at Kartareja's house. Sulam and Dower fought to decide
who will be the first man that slept with Srintil in Bukak Klambu Contest.
The expression above is categorized as amplification strategy. It is because
the word kalian in the source language does not show the number of people being
talked to. The term kalian can be referred to more than 2 persons. Meanwhile, in the
target language the translator translates it into you two which means that there are two
persons being talked to. The translator tries to introduce detail information by adding
a word two to make it clear in the target language.
SE: Nanti dulu, wong Dukuh Paruk!
TE: Wait a minute, you’re from Paruk Village!
(Datum 090/T-P/AMP/4)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Kopral Pujo and
Srintil in the afternoon after Srintil heard kecapi music, clear of the market. Kopral
Pujo stopped Srintil. Before he met Srintil, Nyai Kartareja came to the office to
search Srintil. He wondered why Nyai Kartareja searched Srintil till the office.
The example above is also categorized as amplification strategy since a phrase
wong Dukuh Paruk in the source language is translated into you’re from Paruk
Village in the target language. The translator gives more information by paraphrasing
it that the interlocutor comes from Paruk Village.
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h. Generalization
Generalization is a strategy of replacing a word in the source language by a
more general or more neutral word in the target language. There are 29 data which
are considered using generalization strategy. Below are the examples.
SE: Kalian, orang Dukuh Paruk.
TE: You, people.
(Datum 020/T-T/GEN/3)
The datum above presents a part of the dialogue between Santayib and Paruk
Villagers around noon at Santayib's house. There was a problem in which many
people were dying because of tempeh bongkrek that were sold by Santayib and his
wife. People came to Santayib’s house to ask for his responsibility in handling the
problem.
Based on the expression above, it is categorized as generalization strategy.
The phrase orang Dukuh Paruk refers to people who stayed and lived in Paruk
Village. Meanwhile, the word people refers to persons in general. It does not show
the identity and the origin of the interlocutor. The translator translates it from the
specific term into the general term.
SE: Kalian harus mengiringi tarianku.
TE: But you have to make the music to accompany me.
(Datum 009/P-P/GEN/3)
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The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Srintil, Rasus, Warta,
and Darsun. It happened on the stony ground beneath the jackfruit tree when the
sunshine grew hazy in the western sky. Rasus, Warta, and Darsun were asked to make
the music when Srintil was dancing as a ronggeng.
The example above employs generalization strategy since the word kalian
refers to more than two person. In this context, Srintil addresses kalian which refers
to Rasus, Warta, and Darsun. Meanwhile, in the target language the translator
translates it into you. The word you belongs to second personal pronoun of both
singular and plural form. It has meaning kamu in singular form and kalian in plural
form.
i. Literal Translation
Literal translation is a strategy that occurs when a word or a phrase in the
source language is translated directly into a grammatically and idiomatically
appropriate target language. There are 31 data considered as literal translation
strategy. Below are the examples with explanation.
SE: Di mana kau dapat menemukan air?
TE: Where are you going to get water?
(Datum 002/P-P/LIT/4)
The expression above presents a part of the dialogue between Darsun and
Warta on the outskirts of the village one afternoon. Darsun, Warta, and Rasus were
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struggling to pull a cassava plant from the hardened and gravelly earth. They had
almost given up hope because its roots were buried deep.
As seen from the expression above, it belongs to literal translation strategy. It
is because a word in the source language is translated directly in the target language.
The word kau in the source language and you in the target language have same
meaning. Both refer to second personal pronoun of singular form.
SE: Nah, Pak Marsusi, inilah Srintil.
TE: Mr. Marsusi. Here is Srintil.
(Datum 097/T-T/LIT/4)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Nyai Kartareja and Pak
Marsusiat Kartareja's house on one evening. Pak Marsusi came to Kartareja’s house
to meet Srintil. Srintil did not like the arrival of Pak Marsusi. She welcomed him
coldly.
Based on the datum above, it is categorized as literal translation. The word
Pak Marsusi is used by Nyai Kartareja to address Pak Marsusi. The translation of Pak
Marsusi in the source language is translated word-for-word into Mr. Marsusi. The
word Pak is translated into Mr. and the word Marsusi is also translated into Marsusi.
j. Modulation
Modulation is a strategy of changing point of view of the source language
with expressing the message in the source language differently in the target language
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but still conveying the same idea. There are 26 data belonging to modulation strategy.
Below are the examples.
SE: Bagaimana, cucuku, sampean mau, kan?
TE: What do you say, my child?
(Datum 146/KT-KT/MOD/2)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Sakarya and Rasus on
the way back to the village in the afternoon. Sakarya asked Rasus to look for her in
the prison. He wanted to know what happened to Srintil since she had not come home
yet. Srintil still became a prisoner.
The expression above is considered as modulation strategy since there is a
different point of view in the target language. In the source language, the word
cucuku means a grandchild. Meanwhile in the target language, the translator
translates into my child which means a son or a daughter.
SE: Kita putuskan berburu babi atau kijang di hutan.
TE: I've decided we will hunt in the forest for wild boar or deer.
(Datum 067/P-P/MOD/2)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Sersan Slamet to his
subordinates in one morning in the headquarters. Food and other essentials had not
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yet arrived and the supplies were running short. They needed fresh meat and the
budget for buying fresh meat was exhausted
Based on the example above, it employs modulation strategy. It is because the
word kita is used by Sersan Slamet to address himself and the subordinates. It
belongs to first personal pronoun of plural form. Meanwhile, the translator translates
it into I which means that Sersan Slamet addresses himself. The word I belongs to
first personal pronoun of singular person. There is different point of view in using the
term. The word kita and I are different meaning. In the target language, the translator
changes the point of view as if Sersan Slamet who made the decision to go to forest
in hunting fresh meat.
k. Particularisation
Particularisation is a strategy when the translator uses more specific, precise,
or concrete word in the target language. It is intended to avoid ambiguous in the
target language. There are 14 data belonging to particularisation strategy. The
following are the examples.
SE: Lepaskan cucumu, Eyang Secamenggala.
TE: Release this child, Grandfather Secamenggala.
(Datum 028/KT-KT/PAR/3)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Sakarya and Eyang
Secamenggala in the morning around noon at Ki Secamenggala's grave in the village
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cemetery. Ki Secamenggala possessed at Kartareja’s body when the ritual of bathing
a ronggeng was held. He hugged Srintil strongly until Srintil was breathing hard.
Based on the expression above, the translator employs particularisation
strategy. There is specific information that is used by the translator. It is said so
because the word Eyang in the source language is used by Javanese that refers to both
grandfather and grandmother. Meanwhile, the translator translates it into grandfather
in the target language. The translator tries to show that the gender of the interlocutor
is a male.
SE: Jadi begitulah maksudmu, Nak?
TE: So that’s your intention, boy?
(Datum 034/T-T/PAR/4)
The example above is taken from the dialogue between Kartareja and Dower
at Kartareja's house on Friday night. Dower came to Kartareja’s house since he
wanted to participate in the bukak klambu contest.
The example above employs particularisation strategy. It is because the word
Nak in the source language refers to a child of a person or a title to a younger person.
It is abbreviation of Anak. It is usually used by parents to address their child or an
older person to a younger person. It can be used to address male or female child or
person. However, in the target language the translator translates it into boy which
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means a male child or person. The translator gives more specific information in the
target language by translating Nak into boy.
3. Degree of Meaning Equivalence of the Translation of Address Terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and Their Translation in The Dancer
This sub-chapter is aimed at describing degree of meaning equivalence of the
translation of address terms in The Dancer. It consists of degree of meaning
equivalence in the translation of address terms Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and the
English version. It is divided into equivalent meaning and non-equivalent meaning.
Equivalent meaning consists of fully equivalent and partly equivalent. Meanwhile,
non-equivalent meaning consists of different meaning and no meaning. Below are the
discussions with some examples and further explanation.
a. Fully Equivalent
Fully equivalent is characterized as the message of the source language is
fully translated into the target language. It means that there is no diminution of the
information in the target language and the expression of the source language is
maintained in the target language. Furthermore, there are 59 data found and
categorized as fully equivalent. Below are the examples.
SE: Aku bersedia membuatkan badongan untukmu,
TE: I’d be glad to make a badongan for you.
(Datum 004/P-P/LIT/4)
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The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Srintil. They
were on the stony ground beneath the jackfruit tree when the sunshine grew hazy in
the western sky. When the crown of jackfruit leaves was put on Srintil’s head, Rasus
thought that it was too big, so he wanted to make a badongan for her.
From the example above, by the translator, Aku is translated into I. Both are
the first personal pronoun of singular form. The word aku is used by Rasus as the
addresser to address himself. The datum above is categorized into fully equivalent.
The message in the source language is fully translated in the target language since the
meaning is maintained.
SE: Kamu ngomong apa, Tam?
TE: What're you talking about, Tam?
(Datum 171/PN-PN/BOR/4)
The datum above presents a part of the dialogue between Bajus and Tamir.
There were also Diding and Kusen. It happened in the place that was about one
hundred meters away from the village. When they would like to take a break, Tamir
saw Srintil from the spotting scope of the theodolite and then he told about Srintil to
Bajus.
Based on the datum above, the expression is categorized into fully equivalent.
The word Tam both in the source language and in the target language is considered as
a name of a person, Tamir. The message is fully translated and the meaning is also
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maintained. It is because the translator does not change the name into other words but
still keeps the same name in the target language.
b. Partly Equivalent
Partly equivalent occurs when the message of the source language is changed
by adding or omitting some information in the target language. In this research, the
translation of address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk translated into The Dancer is
mostly partly equivalent with 83 data. The following examples of partly equivalent
are explained in details below.
SE: Kang Sakarya, bukan saya yang hendak punya hajat, melainkan panitia
perayaan Agustusan.
TE: Sakarya, The Independence Day Celebration Committee wants to hold a
performance.
(Datum 102/T-PN/OMI/3)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Pak Ranu and Sakarya.
He came to Sakarya’s house to talk about The Independence Day Celebration. He, as
an official from the county office, wanted to invite Srintil and the group to participate
the celebration. He wanted a ronggeng performance. At first Srintil was in doubt but
then she and her grandfather agreed to perform in the celebration.
The words Kang Sakarya are translated into a word Sakarya which is
considered into partly equivalent. It is because there is information in the source
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language reduced in the target language. The dialogue above is between Pak Ranu, as
the addresser, and Sakarya, as the interlocutor. In this case, it is politer for the
addresser to use title before the name of the interlocutor since Sakarya is older than
Pak Ranu. However, in the target language, the translator omits the word kang. It
makes the message lose some information in the target language and will influence
the message in the target language.
SE: E, Jenganten ini bagaimana?
TE: Hey, what’re you doing?
(Datum 086/T-P/GEN/3)
It is taken from the dialogue between Srintil and the shopkeeper in Dawuan
Market. She ran away from Nyai Kartareja. The people in the market felt enthusiastic
by the arrival of Srintil. Srintil entered the small foodstail and liked to lie down and
sleep for a while. The shopkeeper did not let Srintil to sleep at first but then she
allowed her as her motherly instinct came to the fore as she watched Srintil slept
peacefully.
The example above belongs to partly equivalent translation. The word
Jenganten comes from Javanese. It is used to refer to a daughter of an upper class
person. Jenganten is used by the shopkeeper to address Srintil. In the novel, Srintil
was described not as a daughter of an upper class person, but she was a ronggeng that
was very famous and the richest in the village. Many people glorified and respected
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Srintil. However, the translator translates Jenganten into pronoun you. The word you
can be used to address a person without distinguishing gender, age, social status, and
position. There is some information that is lost by the translator.
c. Different Meaning
There are 14 data found as the lowest number of frequency of different
meaning in this research. Different meaning occurs when the meaning of the target
language is differently translated from the source language. It can be changing the
type of address term with other types of address term. Below are the examples and
further explanation.
SE: Apalagi bila kita mengingat cerita itu.
TE: It has to be like this, especially if you think of the legend…
(Datum 043/P-P/MOD/2)
The datum above is taken from the dialogue between Rasus and Srintil. Srintil
met Rasus in the village cemetery. Srintil was asked by Nyai Kartareja to put out an
offering on the Ki Secamenggala’s tomb. They were talking about the ritual bukak
klambu contest. Srintil did not like the contest and wanted to give her virginity to
Rasus but Rasus refused it because they were in cemetery and did not want to be
given the curse by Ki Secamenggala.
As seen in the datum above, the expression has different meaning. The word
kita is translated into you. Both are pronoun but have different meaning. Kita is
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considered as first personal pronoun of plural form. It is used to address addresser
himself/herself and at least one other person who is considered together. In the novel,
kita refers to Rasus as the addresser and Srintil as the other person. Meanwhile, you is
considered as second personal pronoun of singular form. It refers to Srintil that is
addressed by the addresser, Rasus.
SE: Engkau tak mengerti aku bersusah payah membuat Sulam mabuk?
TE: Don't you understand we worked so hard to get Sulam drunk?
(Datum 057/P-P/MOD/2)
Based on the expression above, the datum is taken from the dialogue between
Nyai Kartareja and Dower. On the day when bukak klambu contest was held, Dower
had the first chance to sleep with Srintil. Nyai Kartareja had made Sulam drunk so
when he was conscious, he did not know that Dower had slept with Srintil first.
The example above belongs to different meaning translation. By the
translator, the word aku in the source language is translated into we in the target
language. The two words are included as pronouns but they have different meanings.
The word aku belongs to first personal pronoun of singular form. It is used by Nyai
Kartareja to address herself. Meanwhile, the word we belongs to first personal
pronoun of plural form. It can be used by the addresser to address himself/herself and
one other person or all speakers who are considered together. In the novel, we refers
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to Nyai Kartareja and Kartareja. It shows that the message in the target language is
different from the message in the source language.
d. No Meaning
There are 47 data which are categorized as no meaning. No meaning is
characterized when one or some words are omitted so that the target language loses
the information content of the source language. The following examples of no
meaning are explained in details below.
SE: Keris itu untukmu, Srin,
TE: The keris is for you,
(Datum 025/PN-(-)/OMI/1)
The datum above presents a part of the dialogue between Rasus and Srintil.
There, Rasus gave Srintil keris wrapped in Rasus’ shirt, near her pillow. It was called
Kyai Jaran Guyang. Rasus thought that the keris was small and right for Srintil. She
would look more beautiful when she danced the Baladewan.
The datum above belongs to no meaning translation. It is because the word
Srin which refers to a name of a person in the source language is omitted by the
translator. The address term is not translated in the target language. It is because the
translator thinks that the readers have already known that in the dialogue Rasus was
talking to Srintil.
SE: Seribu orang, Yu?
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TE: A thousand people?
(Datum 107/T-(-)/OMI/1)
The expression above is taken from the dialogue between Srintil and Tampi.
Srintil was in doubt in accepting the request to perform in the Independence Day
Celebration. When she was talking to Tampi, her neighbor, Tampi urged Srintil to
accept the request. Tampi even spiced up her urgings with details that Srintil had not
been aware of.
The expression above is considered as no meaning translation. The word Yu
that is the condensed version of Mbakyu is used to address a woman that is older than
the addresser. It is commonly used in Java. It is categorized as title in which it shows
respect to the interlocutor. Nonetheless, the translator does not translate Yu in the
target language. It does not present the information in the target language.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusion
According to the findings and the discussion in Chapter IV, the conclusion
can be drawn as follows.
1. Related to the first objective, which is describing types of address term found
in Ahmad Tohari’s Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in The
Dancer, out of seven types of address terms, there are five types of address
terms and one other type of address term found in 203 data findings in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and the English version The Dancer. The types are
personal names, kinship terms, titles, terms of intimacy, pronouns, and
occupational terms. Out of 203 data findings, titles are mostly used in the
novel with 101 data (49.75%) in the source language. From those data, titles
are translated into titles, pronouns, personal names, occupational terms, and
unrealized in the target language. Titles are mostly used in the novel because
the characters in the novel have various conditions such as age, gender, and
social class. They use titles to show respect from their different conditions, for
example a younger to an older, a man to a woman, and a higher class to a
lower class and vice versa. Meanwhile, terms of intimacy and occupational
terms are the lowest number which appears 7 times (3.45%) in the source
language.
2. Related to the second objective, which is describing types of translation
strategies employed in translating the address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh
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Paruk, there are 11 out of 15 strategies proposed by Guerra employed in
translating address terms in The Dancer. They are adaptation, borrowing,
calque, compensation, omission, description, amplification, generalization,
literal translation, modulation, particularisation. The translator mostly uses
omission strategy with 58 data (28.57%) in translating address terms in
Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk. The translator mostly uses omission since the terms
do not perform a relevant function or may mislead the reader.Furthermore,
there are twostrategies that are on the lowest number, namely calque and
description with 1 datum. Those strategies have the same percentage number
around 0.49%. Calque is rarely used by the translator since there are
differences in grammatical structure between the source language and the
target language so that it is better that the translator uses the fixed lexical and
structural of address terms in the target language. Description becomes the
lowest strategy since address terms are presented in simple ways of words or
phrases in addressing people. In fact, using description strategy makes the
translated expression less efficient.
3. Related to the third objective, describing degree of meaning equivalence of the
translation of address terms in Ronggeng Dukuh Paruk and their translation in
The Dancer, the findings of the degree of meaning equivalence are based on
the answers of the respondents. There are three respondents asked in
measuring degree of meaning equivalence. Degree of meaning equivalence is
devided into equivalent meaning which consists of fully equivalent and partly
equivalent and non equivalent meaning which consists of different meaning
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and no meaning. Out of 203 data, the translation of address terms in The
Dancer is mostly partly equivalent with 84 data (41.38%). It is because the
address terms are translated into more general terms which make the
information in the source language is not fully presented in the target
language. The lowest number of frequency is different meaning with 15 data
(7.39%). It can be seen that transferring messages of address terms in different
point of view results the same ideas but in different meaning.
B. Suggestions
Based on the conclusion of the research, the suggestions are given to some
parties. They are explained as follows.
1. To the Students of Translation Studies
Students of Translation Studies may commonly find several translation
strategies that are proposed by some experts. However, not all of those translation
strategies cover the data findings in translating address terms. Therefore, it is
suggested to the students of Translation Field to know and employ the translation
strategies as the reference to study since there are 15 strategies that are enough to
cover the data findings.
2. To Translators
Translating address terms is not an easy job since it deals with the culture of
the source language. It is suggested to the translators that in translating address
terms, they have to know and understand about address terms whether in the
source language or in the target language. They have to choose the appropriate
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terms in order to avoid ambiguity. Moreover, too many omitting the terms in the
target language can make different sense for the readers. It is better not to omit the
terms so that the culture of the source language can be delivered into a good
translation.
3. To Other Researchers
There are many published novels that can be analyzed, especially in term
of address term, both from Bahasa Indonesia into English and from English into
Bahasa Indonesia. It is suggested to other researchers who are interested in
conducting similar research to use other theories of translation strategy and degree
of meaning equivalence so that it could be compared to this research. However,
this research has a weakness. Besides analyzing the types of address terms and the
translation strategies, it only focuses on the degree of meaning equivalence. For
this reason, they are also suggested to analyze the translation quality from other
aspects such as clarity and accuracy of the translation product.
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A. The Data Sheet
Description
Types of Address Terms
PN: Personal Names
KT: Kinship Terms
T: Titles
ToI: Terms of Intimacy
DP: Descriptive Phrases
P: Pronouns
ZAT: Zero Address Terms
OT: Occupational Terms
Translation Strategies
ADP: Adaptation
BOR: Borrowing
CAL: Calque
COM: Compensation
OMI: Omission
DES: Description
EQU: Equivalence
AMP: Amplification
GEN: Generalization
LIT: Literal Translation
MOD: Modulation
PAR: Particularisation
SUB: Substitution
TRA: Transposition
VAR: Variation
Degree of Meaning Equivalence
4: Fully Equivalent
3: Partly Equivalent
2: Different Meaning
1: No Meaning
SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1
SE: Tanpa cungkil mustahil kita
dapat mencabut singkong sialan ini, 
TE: Otherwise, we’ll never get this
damn cassava out.

SE: Di mana kau dapat menemukan
air?

TE: Where are you going to get
water?

SE: Kalian tolol, 
TE: I’ve got an idea 
SE: Aku bersedia membuatkan
badongan untukmu, 
TE: I’d be glad to make a badongan
for you. 
SE: Aku tidak bohong. 





Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Darsun to Warta, one
afternoon, on the outskirts
of the village.
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Rasus to Srintil, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Rasus to Srintil, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Code
00
4/
P-
P/
LI
T/
4
00
5/
P-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
00
2/
P-
P/
LI
T/
4
00
3/
P-
P/
M
O
D
/2
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence





100
SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: No kidding.
SE: Bukankah begitu, Warta?
Darsun? 
TE: Don’t you think, Warta?
Darsun? 
SE: Bukankah begitu, Warta?
Darsun? 
TE: Don’t you think, Warta?
Darsun? 
SE: Engkau cantik sekali sekarang, 
TE: You really look beautiful now. 






Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Warta to Srintil, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Rasus to Srintil, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
00
5/
P-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
00
6/
PN
-
PN
/B
O
R
/4
00
7/
PN
-
PN
/B
O
R
/4
00
8/
P-
P/
LI
T/
4


101
SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Kalian harus mengiringi
tarianku. 
TE: But you have to make the
music to accompany me. 
SE: Ya, kita berhenti dahulu.

TE: Yeah, let’s stop for a while.
SE:  Kita hanya akan bermain lagi
kalau Srintil berjanji akan memberi
kami upah.

TE: We’ll start playing again only
if you promise to pay us.

SE: Kalau benar tuturmu, Kang,
kita akan tetap betah tinggal
dipedukuhan ini.





Srintil t  Rasus, Warta,
and Darsun, when the
sunshine grew hazy in th
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Warta to Rasus and
Darsun, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.
Kartareja to Sakarya, in
the morning after Sakarya
saw Srintil danced, at
Kartareja's house.
00
9/
P-
P/
G
EN
/3
01
0/
P-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
01
1/
PN
-
P/
G
EN
/3
01
2/
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
Warta to Srintil, when the
sunshine grew hazy in the
western sky, on the stony
ground beneath the
jackfruit tree.



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SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: If what you say is true, we’ll be
able to enjoy living in this little
hamlet again.
SE: Eh, sampean lihat sendiri
nanti. 
TE: You’ll see for yourself. 
SE: Ah, Kang Sakarya. 
TE: -
SE: Kita yang tua-tua di pedukuhan
ini tak ingin mati sebelum melihat
Dukuh Paruk kembali seperti
aslinya dulu.

TE: Those of us in this hamlet who
are elderly don’t want to die before
seeing Paruk return to what it once
was.







Sakarya to Kartareja, in
the morning after Sakarya
saw Srintil danced, at
Kartareja's house.
Kartareja to Sakarya, in
the morning after Sakarya
saw Srintil danced, at
Kartareja's house.
Sakarya to Kartareja, in
the morning after Sakarya
saw Srintil danced, at
Kartareja's house.
Kartareja to Sakarya, in
the morning after Sakarya
saw Srintil danced, at
Kartareja's house.
01
2/
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
01
3/
P-
P/
G
EN
/3
01
4/
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
01
5/
P-
P/
A
M
P/
4


103
SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Kalau tidak, wah, sungguh
repot kami.

TE: If she weren't, we'd have a
problem.

SE: Santayib, anakku. 
TE: Santayib! 
SE: Santayib, anakku. 
TE: Santayib!
SE: Ayah, engkau jangan mengajak
orang menuduh anakmu sendiri
dengan keji!

TE: Father, how can you allow
people to accuse me of such a
thing?

SE: Kalian, orang Dukuh Paruk. 
TE: You, people. 
01
7/
PN
-
PN
/B
O
R
/
4
01
8/
K
T-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
01
9/
K
T-
K
T/
LI
T/
4
02
0/
T-
T/
G
EN
/3






Sakarya to Santayib,
around noon, at Santayib's
house.
Santayib to Sakarya,
around noon, at Santayib's
house.
Mr . Santayib to a buyer,
in the m rning, at
Satayib's house.
Sakarya to Santayib,
around noon, at Santayib's
house.
01
6/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Santayib to Paruk
Villagers, around noon, at
Santayib's house.




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SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Engkau akan dibuatnya merasa
sangat ngilu. 
TE: It’d really make them sting.
SE:  Wah, kau benar, Rasus.

TE: You’re right, Rasus.

SE: Soal keris itu, Nek. 
TE: It was about the keris,
Grandma. 
SE: Boleh jadi demikian, Nek,


02
1/
P-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
02
2/
PN
-
PN
/B
O
R
/4
02
3/
K
T-
K
T/
LI
T/
4
02
4/
K
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1




Rasus to Grandma, on the
day after Rasus lied that
his father appeared in his
dream, at grandma's
house.
Rasus to his grandma, on
the day after Rasus lied
that his father appeared in
his dream, at grandma's
house.
  Srin il, i  the
early evening when Srintil
about o take a bath and
after Rasus stole a papaya
from someone's field, at
the fountain.
Rasus to Srintil, in the
early evening when Srintil
about to take a bath and
after Rasus stole a papaya
from someone's field, at
the fountain.



105
SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: It could be,
SE: Keris itu untukmu, Srin, 
TE: The keris is for you,
SE: Rasus, dengan keris itu aku
akan menjadi ronggeng tenar. 
TE: With this keris, I’ll become a
famous ronggeng.
SE: Srintil, ayo menari lagi. 
TE: Srintil, come on, start dancing
again. 
SE: Lepaskan cucumu, Eyang
Secamenggala. 
TE: Release this child,
Grandfather Secamenggala. 

02
4/
K
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
02
5/
PN
-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
02
6/
PN
-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
02
7/
PN
-
PN
/B
O
R
/4
02
8/
K
T-
K
T/
PA
R
/3





Sakarya to Eyang
Secamenggala, in the
morning around noon, at
Ki Secamenggala's grave
in the village cemetery.
Srintil to Rasus, when the
sun was high in the sky, at
Sakarya's house.
Rasus to Grandma, on the
day after Rasus lied that
his father appeared in his
dream, at grandma's
hou e.
Rasus to Srintil, when the
sun was high in the sky, at
Sakarya's house.
Sakarya to Srintil, in the
morning around noon, at
Ki Secamenggala's grave
in the village cemetery.




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SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Kasihani dia, Eyang.

TE: Have pity on her,
Grandfather. 
SE: Eling , Kang. 
TE: Remember, my dear,

SE: Saatnya telah saya tentukan
pada Sabtu malam yang akan
datang,

TE: I have decided that the time
will be next Saturday, 
SE: Dari mana engkau datang,
Nak?

TE: Where have you come from?
SE: Dari Pecikalan, Kek. 

02
9/
K
T-
K
T/
PA
R
/3
03
0/
To
I-
To
I/A
D
P/
3
03
1/
P-
P/
LI
T/
4
03
2/
T-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
03
3/
T-
(-
)/O
M
I/1





Kartareja to Dower, on
Friday night, at Kartareja's
house.
Dower to Kartareja, on
Friday night, at Kartareja's
house.
Kartareja to men in
market, in a morning, at
the market in Dawuan.
S karya to Ey ng
Secamenggala, in the
morning around noon, t
Ki Secamenggala's grave
in the village cemetery.
Nyai Kartareja to
Kartareja, in the morning
around noon, at Ki
Secamenggala's grave in
the village cemetery.




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SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: From Pecikalan.
SE: Jadi begitulah maksudmu,
Nak?

TE: So that’s your intention, boy? 
SE: Ya, Kek. 
TE: Yes, sir. 
SE: Kamu asu buntung. 
TE: Hey, you bastard! 
SE: Kulihat kau lama sekali
termenung di situ. 
TE: You’ve been sitting here
brooding for a quite a while,
SE: Aku ingin tahu apa yang
sebenarnya sedang kaupikirkan. 
TE: I want to know what’s really on
your mind.

03
4/
T-
T/
PA
R
/4
03
5/
T-
T/
G
EN
/3
03
6/
P-
P/
LI
T/
4
03
7/
P-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
03
8/
P-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
03
3/
T-
(-
)/O
M
I/1 





Dower to Kartareja, on
Friday night, at Kartareja's
hou e.
Kartareja to Dow r, on
Friday night, at Kartareja's
house.
Dower to Rasus, when
Dower was on the way to
home, at the guard house
near the shelter.
Dower to Kartareja, on
Friday night, at Kartareja's
house.
Warta to Rasus, on
Saturday morning when
Rasus gazed at the rice
fields, near the outskirts of
the village.
Warta to Rasus, on
Saturday morning when
Rasus gazed at the rice
fields, near the outskirts of
the village.





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SE
TE PN K
T T To
I
D
P P
ZA
T
O
T
A
D
P
BO
R
C
A
L
C
O
M
O
M
I
D
ES
EQ
U
A
M
P
G
EN LI
T
M
O
D
PA
R
SU
B
TR
A
V
A
R 4 3 2 1

Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Oh, kasihan kawanku ini. 
TE: Oh, my poor friend. 
SE: Ya, kawan. 
TE: Sure, buddy, but you could
distract me a little. 
SE: Percayalah, sahabatku, tak ada
yang salah pada diriku. 
TE: Believe me.
SE: Aku disuruh Nyai Kartareja
menaruh sesaji itu. 
TE: Mrs. Kartareja told me to put
an offering here. 



04
2/
P-
P/
M
O
D
/4
03
9/
To
I-
To
I/A
M
P/
4
04
0/
To
I-
To
I/L
IT
/4
04
1/
To
I-
(-)
/O
M
I/1



Warta  Rasus, on
Saturday morning when
Rasus gazed at  rice
fields, near the outskirts of
the village.
Rasus to Warta, on
Saturday morning when
Rasus gazed at the rice
fields, near the outskirts of
the village.
Rasus to Warta, on
Saturday morning when
Rasus gazed at the rice
fields, near the outskirts of
the village.
Srintil to Rasus, in the
morning after Rasus left
Warta from the outskirts,
in the cemetery at Ki
Secamenggala's tomb.

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
Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Apalagi bila kita mengingat
cerita itu. 
TE: It has to be like this, especially
if you think of the legend… 
SE: Ada anak Pecikalan di sini? 
TE: Wha’s he doing here? 
SE: Sulam! 
TE: Sulam! 
SE: Dan kau, Kartareja! 
TE: And, you,
SE: Sabarlah, anak muda. 
TE: Relax, boys. 
SE: Oh, kalian bocah bagus ,
jangan bertengkar di sini. 
TE: Boys, don’t argue here. 

04
3/
P-
P/
M
O
D
/2
04
4/
T-
P/
M
O
D
/3
04
5/
PN
-
PN
/B
O
R
/4
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6/
PN
-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
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7/
T-
T/
PA
R
/4
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8/
P-
T/
G
EN
/3








Dower to Sulam, on
Saturday night, at
Kartareja's house.
  Srin il, i  the
mo ni g after Rasus left
Warta from the outskirts,
in the cemetery at Ki
Secamenggala's tomb.
Sulam to Dower, on
Saturday night, at
Kartareja's house.
Dower to Kartareja, on
Saturday night, at
Kartareja's house.
Kartareja to Sulam and
Dower, on Saturday night,
at Kartareja's house.
Nyai Kartareja to Sulam
and Dower, on Saturday
night, at Kartareja's house.


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Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Ayo, bocah bagus , duduklah. 
TE: Please sit down.
SE: Kalian datang membawa
persoalan ke rumah ini.

TE: You two have brought a
problem to this house.

SE: Kalian harus menurut. 
TE: Yes, do what he says,
SE: He, Nyai. 
TE: Hey, lady. 
SE: Tetapi mengapa kau hanya
menyediakan sebotol buatku?

TE: Why just give me one bottle?
SE: Ya, Nyai. 
TE: -

04
9/
T-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
05
0/
P-
P/
A
M
P/
4
05
1/
P-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
05
2/
T-
T/
A
D
P/
3
05
3/
P-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
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4/
To
I-
(-
)/O
M
I/1



 





Nyai Kartareja to Sulam
and Dower, on Saturday
night, at Kartareja's hous .
Kartareja to Sulam and
Dower, on Saturday night,
at Kartareja's house.
Nyai Kartareja to Sulam
and Dower, on Saturday
night, at Kartareja's house.
Sulam to Nyai Kartareja,
on Saturday night, at
Kartareja's house.
Sulam to Nyai Kartareja,
on Saturday night, at
Kartareja's house.
Kartareja to Nyai
Kartareja, on Saturday
night, at Kartareja's house.
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Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
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G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Tidak, Nek.

TE: No, Ma’am.

SE: Si dungu dari pecikalan.

TE: You dummy.

SE: Engkau tak mengerti aku
bersusah payah membuat Sulam
mabuk?

TE: Don't you understand we
worked so hard to get Sulam drunk? 
SE: Oh, rupanya kalian pasangan
tua bangka yang licik dan tengik. 


05
5/
T-
T/
M
O
D
/3
05
6/
T-
P/
M
O
D
/3





Nyai Kartareja to Dower,
after Dower had attained
his goal to deflowered
Srintil in Bukak Klambu
contest, at Kartareja's
house.
Dower to Nyai Kartareja,
after Dower had attai ed
his goal to deflowered
Srintil in Bukak Klambu
contest, at Kartareja's
house.
Dower to Kartareja and
Nyai Kartareja, after
Dower had attained his
goal to deflowered Srintil
in Bukak Klambu contest,
at Kartareja's house.
Nyai Kartareja to Dower,
after Dower had attained
his goal to deflowered
Srintil in Bukak Klambu
contest, at Kartareja's
house.
05
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A
M
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Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
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P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: Okay, I got it, and I can see
that the two of you are a wise old
pair-sly and rotten to the core. 
SE: Bocah ayu , percayalah padaku. 
TE: My beautiful child, believe
me.

SE: Oh, bocah bagus . 
TE: Oh, my handsome boy. 
SE: Aduh, wong ayu . 
TE: Oh, my preety girl, you must
wear this chemise. 
SE: Eh, wong kenes , wong kewes . 
TE: Hey, lovely lady, I know that
in Paruk the people use a stone to
scrub themselves when they wash. 
 




Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
in the middle of the night,
at Srintil's bedroom.
Nyai Kartareja to Sulam,
in the middle of the night,
at the Kartareja's
verandah.An ol  woman to Srintil,
several days after Bukak
Klambu contest, at
Dawuan Market.
Mr. Simbar to Srintil,
several days after Bukak
Klambu contest, at
Dawuan Market.
Dower to Kartareja and
Nyai Kartareja, after
Dower had attained his
goal to deflowered Srintil
in Bukak Klambu contest,
at Kartareja's house.
05
8/
P-
P/
A
M
P/
3
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9/
T-
T/
M
O
D
/3
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T/
M
O
D
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Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
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P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Na, kamu olang tida pantas
beltelanjang kali. 
TE: So, you girl not walk with
naked feet.

SE: Kalian, orang-orang pasar,
jangan iri hati. 
TE: You market people, don't be
jealous. 
SE: Tidak demikian, Pak. 
TE: It’s not that, sir. 
SE: Kalau demikian penilaian
Sersan, maka aku hanya menurut, 
TE: If that’s your judgment, I can
only obey,
SE: Kita putuskan berburu babi
atau kijang di hutan. 
06
3/
P-
P/
PA
R
/3
06
4/
T-
T/
CA
L/
4
06
5/
T-
T/
LI
T/
4
06
6/
O
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1







B bah Pinc ng to Srintil,
several days  Bukak
Klambu contest, at
Dawuan Market.
Rasus to Sersan Slamet,
one evening, at the
entrance to the market
place.
Rasus to Sersan Slamet,
one evening, in the
headquarters.
Srintil to People in
Dawuan market, several
months later when Srintil
and Rasus were leaving
the market place and
heading towards the
foodstall, at Dawuan
Market.
Sersan Slamet to his
subordinates, in one
morning, in the
headquarters.
06
7/
P-
P/
M
O
D
/2



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Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
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P/
G
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/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: I've decided we will hunt in the
forest for wild boar or deer.

SE: Kopral tinggal di sini dan
kuserahi tanggung jawab. 
TE: You'll stay here. 
SE: Maaf, Sersan, aku tak bisa
menerangkannya sekarang. 
TE: I’m sorry, Sergeant, I can’t
explain it right now. 
SE: Aduh, Kopral. 
TE: Corporal. 
SE: Aku Rasus, Nek. 
TE: It’s me, Rasus, Granny. 




Sersan Slamet to his
subordinates, in one
morning, in the
headquarters.
Sersan Slamet to Kopral
Pujo, in one morning, in
the headquarters.
Rasus to Sersan Slamet, at
dusk after Rasus fired a
stone that was imagined as
the health official, in the
middle of the forest.
Rasus to Kopral Pujo, on
the ninth night, in the
corner of the rice field that
connected Paruk with the
outside world.
Rasus to Grandma, on the
night of ninth day of the
watch for Paruk, at the
house of Rasus' grandma.
06
7/
P-
P/
M
O
D
/2
06
8/
O
T-
P/
G
EN
/3
06
9/
O
T-
O
T/
B
O
R
/4
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0/
O
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O
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K
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K
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Contexts
Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
1/
P-
P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Jadi, apakah engkau akan
segera kembali ke markas, cucuku
wong bagus?

TE: Will you be returning soon to
headquarters, my fine young
grandchild?

SE: Ya, esok hari, Kek, 
TE: Yes, tomorrow morning,
Grandpa,

SE: Oh, Nenek pikun. 
TE: Oh, you’ve forgotten 
SE: Kakak juga pintar menangkap
capung dengan getah nangka? 
TE: Do you know how to capture a
dragonfly with jackfruit tree sap? 







Rasus to Sakarya, in the
morning, at the house of
Rasus' grandma.
S karya to Rasus, in the
mo ni g, at the house of
Rasus' grandma.
Srintil to Rasus' Grandma,
in the morning ( two days
after the bandits came to
Paruk), at grandma's bed.
A boy to Srintil, when
Srintil accompanied the
goat-herding children as
the children chased after
goats, under the tree.
07
2/
K
T-
K
T/
A
M
P/
3
07
3/
K
T-
K
T/
LI
T/
4
07
4/
K
T-
P/
CO
M
/3
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T-
P/
G
EN
/3
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Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
00
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P/
G
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/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Eh, jangan begitu, wong ayu, 
TE: Don’t be like that.
SE:Sudahlah, Nyai. 
TE: That’s enough, mama.

SE: Bagus, wong ayu.

TE: Very good, my little one. 
SE: Jangan biarkan aku jadi gusar,
orang Dukuh Paruk! 
TE: Don’t make me angry!
SE: Sampean berdua ini orang
dukuh yang tidak tahu diuntung!









Marsusi to Kartareja and
Nyai Kartareja, in the
evening, at Kartareja's
house.
Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
on one occasion i  the
morning, in the top of the
hill in the village
cemetery.
Srintil to Nyai Kartareja,
on one occasion in the
morning, in the top of the
hill in the village
cemetery.
Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
on one occasion in the
morning, in the top of the
hill in the village
cemetery.
Marsusi to Kartareja and
Nyai Kartareja, in the
evening, at Kartareja's
house.
07
6/
T-
(-)
/O
M
I/1
07
7/
T-
T/
M
O
D
/3
07
8/
T-
T/
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M
/3
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9/
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G
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Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
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P/
G
EN
/4
Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: You people don’t know your
own good fortune.

SE: Aduh, Nak, eh, Pak. 
TE: Oh my dear boy— eh—sir. 
SE: Aku mau pulang, Nyai! 
TE: I’m going home, madam. 
SE: Kita main tebak-tebakan, Ki, 
TE: We have a little game going
here,
SE: Mau makan, Jenganten?

TE: Would you like something to
eat, young lady? 
SE: Tidak, Yu. 










Nyai Kartareja to
Kartareja,  in the evening,
at Kartareja's house.
The Shopkeeper to Srintil,
in the afternoon when the
heat from the sun was still
intense, at a small
foodstall at the Dawuan
Market.
Srintil to Shopkeeper,  in
the afternoon, at a small
foodstall at the Dawuan
Market.
Marsusi to Kartareja and
Nyai Kartareja, in the
evening, at Kart reja's
hou e.
Nyai Kartareja to Marsusi,
in the evening, at
Kartareja's house.
Marsusi to Nyai Kartareja,
in the evening, at
Kartareja's house.
08
1/
T-
T/
A
M
P/
3
08
2/
T-
T/
A
D
P/
3
08
3/
To
I-
(-
)/O
M
I/1
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D
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D
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Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
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G
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Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: No, ma’am. 
SE: E, Jenganten ini bagaimana?

TE: Hey, what’re you doing?

SE: Ah, Nyai Kartareja.

TE: Oh, Mrs. Kartareja.

SE: Ada apa ya, Nyai Kartareja?

TE: What’s going on?
SE: Jenganten ini bagaimana? 









The Shopkeeper to Srintil,
in the afternoon, at the
foodstall.
Srintil to Shopkeeper,  in
the afternoon, at a small
foodstall at the Dawuan
Market.
The Shopkeeper to Srintil,
in the afternoon when the
heat from the sun was still
intense, at a small
foodstall at the Dawuan
Market.
A seller to Nyai Kartareja,
about an hour later after
Srintil arrived at Dawuan
Market, at the entrance of
the market.
A seller to Nyai Kartareja,
about an hour later after
Srintil arrived at Dawuan
Market, at the entrance of
the market.
08
5/
T-
T/
A
D
P/
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M
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Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
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G
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Types of Address
Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

TE: What's the matter?
SE: Nanti dulu, wong Dukuh
Paruk!

TE: Wait a minute, you’re from
Paruk Village!

SE: Tidak, Pak. 
TE: No.
SE: Cucuku, wong ayu, kau di
sini? 
TE: My beautiful grandchild, is
that you? 
SE: Tampi, bukan?

TE: Oh, Tampi, is it? 






The Shopkeeper to Srintil,
in the afternoon, at the
foodstall.
Srintil to Kopral Pujo,  in
the afternoon after Srintil
heard kecapi music, clear
of the market.
Kopral Pujo to Srintil, in
the afternoon after Srintil
heard kecapi music, clear
of the market.
Nyai Sakarya to Srintil, in
the evening when the day
was entering its most
sensitive period, at the
bench at the foodstall.
Nyai Sakarya to Tampi, in
the morning at the
beginning of the dry
season, at Sakarya's house.

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Rasus to Warta and
Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
Code
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Terms Translation Strategies
Meaning
Equivalence

SE: Bagaimana keadaan Srintil,
Nyai? 
TE: How is Srintil doing, ma'am? 
SE: Cah bagus , bila kamu sudah
besar nanti ini  buat siapa? 
TE: Handsome boy. When you
grow up, who will this  be for?

SE: Wong ayu , ada tamu datang. 
TE: My beauty, a guest has
arrived. 
SE: Nah, Pak Marsusi, inilah
Srintil.

TE: Mr. Marsusi. Here is Srintil. 
SE: Kau cucu Sakarya tidak ingin
memiliki kalung sebagus itu? 






Nyai Kartareja to Pak
Marsusi, on one evening,
at Kartareja's house.
Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
on one evening, at
Kartareja's house.
T mpi to Nyai Sakarya,
in the m rning at the
beginning of the dry
season, at Sakarya's house.
Srintil to Goder, in the
morning, at Srintil's room
at Sakarya's house.
Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
on one evening, in front of
Srintil trainer's house
(Kartareja's house).
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Darsun, one afternoon, on
the outskirts of the village.
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
TE: The granddaughter of
Sakarya
 doesn't want to have a
necklace as nice as this?

SE: Anak Santayib, dasar cecurut
kamu! 
TE: You, offspring of Santayib,
you're nothing! 
SE: Oalah, Jenganten . 
TE: Oh Srintil. 
SE: Nah, katakan, Pak Ranu. 
TE: So, tell us what it is, Mr.
Ranu.

SE: Kang Sakarya, bukan saya
yang hendak punya hajat,
melainkan panitia perayaan
Agustusan.








Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
on one evening, at
Kartareja's house.
Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
at the night after Marsusi
left the house, still in the
front room of Kartareja's
house.
Tampi to Srintil, at night,
at Sakarya's house.
Sakarya to Pak Ranu, in
the late morning, at
Sakarya's house.
Pak Ranu to Sakarya, in
the late morning, at
Sakarya's house.
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
TE: Sakarya, The Independence
Day Celebration Committee wants
to hold a performance.

SE: Pikirlah baik-baik, wong
Dukuh Paruk. 
TE: Think it over carefully, young
lady.

SE: Oalah, cucuku, kamu tidak
menyadari dirimu sebagai seorang
kawula.

TE: Oh God, my grandchild. You
don't realize that we're all just
servants.

SE: Kakek tahu, bukan, sebuah
tarian baru hidup bila hati dan jiwa
ikut menari.

TE: You know, don't you, that a
dance can come to life only if one's
heart and soul are dancing as well.








Pak Ranu to Srintil, in the
late morning, at Sakarya's
house.
Sakarya to Srintil, in the
late morning, at Sakarya's
house.
Srintil to Sakarya, in the
late morning, at Sakarya's
house.
Pak Ranu to Sakarya, in
the late mor ing, at
Sakarya's house.
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
SE: Sibuk, Kang Sakum? 
TE: Are you busy, Sakum? 
SE: Seribu orang, Yu? 
TE: A thousand people?
SE: Bapak juga, kan? 
TE: You too, right? 
SE: Sekali lagi, pikirlah dahulu,
Nak.

TE: Once more, think this through
first, my child.

SE: Aku tidak biasa tergesa-gesa,
Nak.

TE: I'm not accustomed to being
rushed, child.

SE: Srintil, Nak? 
TE: Are you talking about Srintil,
young man?






Srintil t  Sakum, in the
afternoon, in front f
Sakum's hut.




Kakek Tarim to Dilam, at
7 o'clock in the evening, in
the back room of Tarim's
house.
Kakek Tarim to Dilam, at
7 o'clock in the evening, in
the back room of Tarim's
house.
Kakek Tarim to Marsusi,
about 9.30 p.m., at Tarim's
house.
Srintil to Tampi, when the
sun was down after left
Sakum's hut, at Tampi's
house.
Dilam to Marsusi, when
the heat had begun
afternoon, in the room of
Tarim's house.
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
SE: Nak, tak ada sesuatu yang
berdiri sendiri.

TE: In this world, my son, nothing
stands alone.

SE: Merah, merah, Pak. 
TE: Red, Daddy, I see red. 
SE: Wah, panas, Pak. 
TE: But I'm hot, Dad. 
SE: Wah kami bingung, Mas.

TE: I'm confused, sir.

SE: Yang paling perkasa itu yang
murbeng dumadi , Mas.





K kek Tarim to Marsusi,
about 9.30 p.m., at Tarim's
house.
Sakum's child to Sakum,
on 17th August, at the
Dawuan fair grounds.
Sakum's child to Sakum,
on 17th August, at the
Dawuan fair grounds.
Sakarya to a Party
Organizer, on one
occasion after the
Independence Day
Celebration, at Sakarya's
house.
Sakarya to a Party
Organizer, on one
occasion after the
Independence Day
Celebration, at Sakarya's
house.
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
TE: We here believe that the most
powerful force is the venerable one
who decided that we live here and
who determined the way we live.
SE: Mbakyu benar.

TE: You're absolutely right.

SE: Tunggu sebentar, Mas.

TE: Wait a minute, young man.

SE: Maafkan kami, Bapak. 





Sakarya to a Party
Organizer, on one
occasion after the
Independence Day
C lebration, at Sakarya's
house.
The sub-district chief's
wife to the wife of police
commander, in the
evening of Independence
Day, at a soccer field near
the office of the
subdistrict head of
Dawuan.
Kartareja to Marsusi,
about several minutes later
after Srintil stopped
dancing and the event was
ended, still in the area at a
soccer field.
Kartareja to Mr. Wedana,
by one o'clock in the
morning, at a soccer field.
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
TE: Please forgive us, sir. 
SE: Bagaimana, Nyai Kartareja? 
TE: What do you think?

SE: Nanti dulu, wong ayu . 
TE: Wait a minute, young beauty,
not so fast. 
SE: Apa kira-kira masih jauh lagi,
Kang Kartareja? 
TE: Is it still far, Kartareja?

SE: Saudara-saudaraku dari
Dukuh Paruk!







Kartareja to Mr. Wedana,
by one o'clock in the
morning, at a soccer field.
Srintil to Nyai Kartareja,
approaching midday when
the sun beating down
afternoon, at Sakarya's
house.
Mr. Sentika to Srintil,
approaching midday when
the sun beating down
afternoon, at Sakarya's
house.
Sakum to Kartareja, about
a week later in the late
morning when the heat
from the sun grew more
intense, in a small
foodstall near a sharp turn
in the path.
Sentika to People from
Paruk, almost noon, at the
front door of Sentika's
house.
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
TE: My dear friends from Paruk. 
SE: Anakku, kami sudah
menyediakan tempat bagimu.

TE: Of course my child, we've
prepared a place for you.

SE: Nyai, bawa anakmu  ini ke
sana.

TE: The servant will show you.
SE: Dan , Kang, kau senang
bertayub, kan?

TE: And, kang , do you like
dancing?

SE: Kakang yang harus menari. 
TE: You have to dance. 
SE: Di mana dia, Mak?






Srintil to Waras, as
evening grew darker, at
one part of Sentika's
house.
Srintil to Waras, when
evening grew darker, at
one part of Sentika's
house.
Waras to Nyai Sentika,
when the rays of the sun
began to brush over the
hills and sweep the
morning mist away, in the
kitchen.



Sentika to Srintil, in the
afternoon, at a large round
table at Sentika's house.
Sentika to Nyai Sentika, in
the afternoon, at a large
round table at Sentika's
house.
Sentika to People from
Paruk, almost noon, at the
front door of Sentika's
hou e.
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
TE: Where is she?
SE: Sampean masih ingat ketika
kita
 pentas pada malam Agustusan
setahun yang lalu?

TE: Do you remember the time the
group
 played for the Independence
Day celebration last year?

SE: Pak Bakar, kami, orang-orang
Dukuh Paruk, tidak ingin dilibatkan
dengan kerusuhan-kerusuhan itu.

TE: Bakar, we Paruk Villagers do
not want to be involved in riots. 
SE: Pak Bakar, buat selanjutnya
kami tak mau ikut rapat-rapat itu. 


 


Waras to Nyai Sentika,
when the rays of the sun
began to brush over the
hills and sweep the
morning mist away, in the
kitchen.
Sakarya to Kartareja, on
one occasion, at Sakarya's
house.
Sakarya to Mr. Bakar,
after the third riot in the
afternoon, at Bakar's home
in Dawuan.
Sakarya to Mr. Bakar,
after the third riot in the
afternoon, at Bakar's home
in Dawuan.
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
TE: We can't bear violence and can
no longer participate in your
political rallies.
SE: Sampean telah menyinggung
perasaan kami.

TE: Bakar, I am offended by your
remarks.

SE: Kukira kalian memang perlu
istirahat. 
TE: I guess all of you need some
rest anyway. 
SE: He, Darkim!

TE: Hey, Darkim!







Sakarya to Mr. Bakar,
after the third riot in the
afternoon, at Bakar's home
in Dawuan.
Sakarya to Mr. Bakar,
after the third riot in the
afternoon, at Bakar's home
in Dawuan.
Mr. Bakar to Sakarya and
Srintil, after the third riot
in the afternoon, at Bakar's
home in Dawuan.
Sakarya to Darkim, within
moments of the discovery
of the gravesite of Ki
Secamenggala had been
vandalized, in the grave of
Ki Secamenggala.
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
SE: Kita tak pernah mempunyai
barang seperti demikian. 
TE: No one here owns anything
like this. 
SE: Pulanglah, anak-anak.

TE: Go home, my children.

SE: Jangan, cucuku.

TE: Don't go, my granddaughter.




A Boy to some people,
within momen s of the
disc very of the gravesite
of Ki Secamenggala had
been vandalized, in the
grave of Ki
Secamenggala.
Sakarya to some boys,
within moments of the
discovery of the gravesite
of Ki Secamenggala had
been vandalized, in the
grave of Ki
Secamenggala.
Nyai Sakarya to Srintil, in
the morning after last
night dozens of men
stealthily approached and
surounded the isolated
hamlet, at Sakarya's
house.
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
SE: Kamu harus tetap di sini
bersamaku. 
TE: Stay here.
SE: Aku mengenal mereka, Nek.

TE: I know them all,
Grandmother, including the
commander.

SE: Bahwa Saudara Kartareja
dan Saudara Srintil
 termasuk
orang-orang yang harus kami tahan.

TE: Both your names are on a list
of people we are required to arrest.
 

The Police Commander to
Kartareja and Srintil, in
the late morning, at the
police station.
Srintil to Nyai Sakarya, in
the morning after last
night dozens of men
stealthily approached and
surounded the isolated
hamlet, at Sakarya's
house.
Nyai Sakarya to Srintil,  in
the morni g  last
night dozens f m n
stealthily approached and
surounded the isolated
hamlet, at Sakarya's
house.

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
SE: Seorang prajurit harus tabah,
Bung.

TE: We're both soldiers and, as
such, we are required to be
resolute—no matter what we face.
SE: Nek, aku pulang! 
TE: Nek , I'm here. 
SE: Sampean bibiku, pamanku,
uwakku, dan sedulurku  semua,
apakah kalian selamat?

TE: Sedulur-sedulur . Are you
okay?

SE: Oh maafkan aku, Rasus, eh
Pak Rasus.

TE: Oh yeah. I forgot. I should say
'sir'.
SE: Ah, Pak Tentara. 







Sersan Pujo to Rasus, in
the evening wh n the sun
w nt down, on t  way to
Paruk Village.
Rasus to Grandma, in the
evening, in the center of
the door of Grandma's
house.
Rasus to Paruk Villagers,
in the evening, in the
center of the door of
Grandma's house.
Sakum to Rasus, in the
evening, in the center of
the door of Grandma's
house.
Sakum to Rasus, in the
morning after citizens of
Paruk accompanied the
body of Nenek Rasus to
her grave, Sakum's hut.
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
TE: -
SE: Bagaimana, cucuku, sampean
mau, kan? 
TE: What do you say, my child? 
SE: Secara resmi saya tidak bisa
memberikan keterangan apa pun
kepada Saudara.

TE: Officially, I am not allowed to
discuss anything regarding Srintil.
SE: Tetapi sebagai sahabat saya
mengingatkan Saudara: pikirlah
sekali lagi sebelum Saudara
meneruskan maksud ini.

TE: I understand that but, as your
friend, I want to remind you of the
situation.









Sakum to Rasus, in the
morning after citizens of
Paruk accompanied the
body of Nenek Rasus to
her grave, Sakum's hut.
Sakarya to Rasus, in the
afternoon, on the way
back to the village.
Sersan Pujo to Rasus,  the
day after Nenek Rasus
was burried, at the
officers' base for
Territorial Mass
Resistance Duty.
Sesan Pujo to Rasus, the
day after Nenek Rasus
was burried, at the
officers' base for
Territorial Mass
Resistance Duty.
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
SE: Dan satu hal lagi, Saudara
Rasus! 
TE: And one more thing, Rasus!

SE: Srintil, Kep.

TE: Srintil, Captain. 
SE: Benar, Kep.

TE: Yes, sir. 
SE: Prajurit Dua Rasus!

TE: Private Rasus! 






Rasus to Captain Mortir,
more than one hour after
Rasus left the officers'
base, at commander's
office in Eling-Eling.
Rasus to Captain Mortir,
more than one hour after
Rasus left the officers'
base, at commander's
office in Eling-Eling.
Captain Mortir to Rasus,
more than one hour after
Rasus left the officers'
base, at commander's
office in Eling-Eling.
Sersan Pujo to Rasus,  the
day after N nek Rasus
was burried, at 
officers' base for
Territorial Mass
Resistance Duty.14
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
SE: Sedang menunggu, Bu? 
TE: Are you waiting for someone,
ma'am? 
SE: Mak, kenapa dia mengangis,
Mak? 
TE: Mommy? Why is she crying,
Mommy? 
SE: Baik, Nak. 
TE: Fine, my boy. 
SE: Tidak, Bah. Terima kasih. 
TE: No thanks,
SE: Entahlah, Mbakyu.







Srintil to Goder, 2 weeks
after Srintil returned from
the prison in Eling-Eling,
at Tampi's house.
Srintil to Babah Pincang,
one morning, at Dawuan
Market.
A woman selling betel
chew to another woman,
in the morning, in the
place where a woman sold
betel chew at Dawuan
Market.
Goder to Tampi, 2 weeks
after Srintil returned from
the prison in Eling-Eling,
at Tampi's house.

  a G ay-haired
woma , aft r Rasus had
finished cleaning Capten
Mortir's car, in the waiting
room.1
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
TE: I don't know.
SE: Dan kuminta Nyai-lah yang
mengaturnya. 
TE: And I'd like you to make the
arrangements. 
SE: Ah, Jenganten , bagaimana
juga sampean tidak sama dengan
aku.

TE: But, my dear, your situation is
not the same as mine.

SE: Mengapa Emak menangis? 
TE: Why are you crying? 
SE: Oh, tidak, Nak. 
TE: Oh, no, my baby. 
SE: Emak tidak menangis. 

 



A woman selling betel
chew to another woman,
in the morning, in the
place where a woman sold
betel chew at Dawuan
Market.
Marsusi to Nyai Kartareja,
one morning, at Marsusi's
house in Wanakeling.
Nyai Kartareja to Srintil,
one afternoon, under the
areca tree where Goder
was playing.
Goder to Srintil, one
afternoon, under the areca
tree where Goder was
playing.

Srintil to Goder, one
afternoon, under the areca
tree where Goder was
playing.
Srintil to Goder, one
afternoon, under the areca
tree where Goder was
playing.
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
TE: I'm not crying. 
SE: Njanur gunung, Pak Marsusi,
tumben sampean mau
menyempatkan diri datang ke
rumahku,

TE: What a surprise to have you
come to my home,
SE: Begini, Mas Darman. 
TE: It's like this,
SE: Mas Darman, sesungguhnya
aku mau berterus terang. 
TE: To be honest, Darman, I feel
rather embarrassed.

SE: Baik, Pak Marsusi. 
TE: Very well, Marsusi. 
SE: Ah, begini, Kang Parta, 



 





Marsusi to Darman, one
day, at the constable's
home named Darman.
Marsusi to Darman, one
day, at the constable's
home named Darman.
Srintil to Goder, one
afternoon, under the areca
tree where Goder was
playing.
Darman to Marsusi, one
day, at the constable's
home named Darman.
Darman to Marsusi, one
day, at the constable's
home named Darman.
Srintil to Kang Parta,
when the sun setting in the
west, in the middle of the
road arund Wanakeling.
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
TE: Well, it was like this,
SE: He, Anak-anak. 
TE: Hey, kids. 
SE: Tamir!

TE: Tamir!

SE: Ke sinilah kalau Pak Bajus
mau lihat. 
TE: Come and see this.
SE: Kamu ngomong apa, Tam?


Bajus to Tamir, on 10.30
in the morning, in the
middle of the field about a
hundred meters away from
where the villagers were
standing.
Tamir to Bajus, on 10.30
in the morning, in the
middle of the field about a
hundred meters away from
where the villagers were
standing.
Bajus to Tamir, on 10.30
in the morning, in the
middle of the field about a
hundred meters away from
where the villagers were
standing.





Srintil to Kang Parta,
when the sun setting in the
west, in the middle of the
road arund Wanakeling.
Kartareja to Kids, in the
morning on 10.30, in the
edge of the village.
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
TE: What're you talking about,
Tam? 
SE: Ya, kenapa, Pak Bajus?

TE: Yeah, why do you ask, Mr.
Bajus? 
SE: Pak Bajus!

TE: Bajus!

SE: Nanti dulu, Mir. 
TE: Wait a minute, Mir. 
SE: Lho, Ibu mengenal dia?




Bajus to Tamir, on 10.30
in the morning, in the
middle of the field about a
hundred meters away from
where the villagers were
standing.

Tamir to Bajus, on 10.30
in the morning, in the
middle of the field about a
hundred meters away from
where the villagers were
standing.
Kusen to Tamir, on the
third day of measuring the
land, at a foodstall in
Dawuan.



Tamir to the owner of the
foodstall, on the third day
of measuring the land, at a
foodstall in Dawuan.
Kusen to Bajus, on 10.30
in the morning, in the
middle of the field about a
hundred meters away from
where the villagers were
standing.
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
TE: You know her? 
SE: Jadi… jadi Adik berdua ingin
bertemu saya?

TE: So… so, you two young men
wanted to meet me.

SE: Yah, beginilah keadaan saya,
Adik
 melihat sendiri; sama sekali
beda dengan keadaan kota, kan?

TE: Such are my circumstances—as
you
 can see for yourself. 
SE: Anu, Mbakyu, 
TE: Uh, Mbakyu . 
SE: Ambil semua, Kere ! 
TE: Take it all, beggar! 







Diding to Srintil, in the
night at the third day, at
Srintil's house.
Tamir to Diding, after
they left Srintil's house, in
the middle of the field.
Tamir to the owner of the
foodstall, on the third day
of measuring the land, at a
foodstall in Dawuan.
Srintil to Tamir and
Diding, in the night at the
third day, at Srintil's
house.
Srintil to Tamir and
Diding, in the night at the
third day, at Srintil's
house.
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
SE: Ayo, Mak.

TE: Come on, mom.

SE: Kamu dan aku akan pergi ke
balai desa. 
TE: We have to go to the
community hall. 
SE: Kamu akan memakai baju baru
dan bersamaku akan pergi ke balai
desa.

TE: We'll put on some new clothes
and go to the community hall. 




Srintil to Goder, after they
went home from the edge
of the village and met the
village administrator of
Pecikalan, at Srintil's
house.
Srintil to Goder, after they
went home from the edge
of the village and met the
village administrator of
Pecikalan, at Srintil's
house.
Goder t  Srin il, one
mo ni g when Sakum's
son had just finished
hanging a bamboo swing
on a horizontal branch of a
tree, near the edge of the
village.
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
SE: Jadi Mas sudah tahu siapa aku. 
TE: So, you know about me. 
SE: Srintil, kenapa engkau, cucuku
wong ayu? 
TE: What is it, my grandchild, my
beauty? 
SE: Si Sakum tahu sampean bukan
lagi seorang ronggeng.

TE: Obviously, someone like me
can tell that you're no longer a
ronggeng dancer.

SE: Eh? Rasus, Mas Rasus? 
TE: Is that you, Rasus? 
SE: Eh, sampean diam saja, Pak
Tentara? 








Sakum to Srintil, in the
morning, at Sakum's hut.
Sakum to Rasus, after
Sakum left Dawuan
Market, in the long dike
dividing the rice fields.
Sakum to Rasus, after
Sakum left Dawuan
Market, in the long dike
dividing the rice fields.
Srintil t  Bajus, i  the
afternoon after the
m eting, at the community
hall.
Nyai Sakarya to Srintil,
one particular night when
people had already slept,
in the adjoining room
where Nyai Sakarya slept.
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
TE: Why so quiet, soldier? 
SE: Kaukah itu, wong bagus? 
TE: Is it really you, young man? 
SE: Eh, cucuku wong bagus dan
wong ayu.

TE: Oh, my grandchildren, I'm
only conveying the intuition of an
old woman.

SE: Kang? 
TE: But..
SE: Wong ayu, bangun. 
TE: Hey, Srintil. Time to get up.

SE: Bagaimana, Mas Tentara,
sampean sudah pikirkan kata-kataku
tadi pagi?





Sakum to Rasus, after
Sakum left Dawuan
Market, in the long dike
dividing the rice fields.
Nyai Sakarya to Rasus, in
the afternoon, at Srintil's
house.
Nyai Sakarya to Rasus and
Srintil, in the afternoon, at
Srintil's house.




Srintil to Rasus, in the
afternoon, at Srintil's
house.
Nyai Sakarya to Srintil, in
the morning when Bajus
arrived in the village with
Tamir and Diding, at
Srintil's house.
Sakum to Rasus, in the
night, at Sakum's hut.
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
TE: So, soldier. Have you thought
about what I said yesterday? 
SE: Bence, Mak? 
TE: Why, mama? 
SE: Emak suka tentara, ya? 
TE: You like soldiers, don't you,
Mama?

SE: Kek, keluar sebentar. 
TE: Gramps, come out for a
moment. 
SE: Kakek diam, apakah Kakek
tidak setuju? 
TE: You're silent. Don't you
approve?

SE: Aku setuju, wong ayu . 
TE: I approve, my dear. 





Srintil to Kartareja, a
moment when Srintil and
Kartareja were alone, at
Kartareja's house.
Kartareja to Srintil, a
moment when Srintil and
Kartareja were alone, at
Kartareja's house.
Goder to Srintil, in the
night, in the inside of
Srintil's house.
Goder to Srintil, in the
night, in the inside of
Srintil's house.
Rasus to Kartareja, in the
early morning when Rasus
will leave Paruk for the
duty, at Kartareja's house.





Sakum to Rasus, in the
night, at Sakum's hut.
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
SE: Memang benar, cucuku. 
TE: Well then, the first thing we
must do is to get the village chief's
permission.
SE: Aku hanya menurut kepada
Kakek.

TE: I won't do anything without
your permission.
SE: Tetapi, Jus, kali ini payah.

TE: But this time, it's more
difficult.
SE: Jus, aku membuktikan sendiri
katamu memang benar. 
TE: Jus, I'm convinced that what
you said is absolutely right. 
K rtareja to Srintil, a
mome t when Sri til and
Kartareja were alone, at
Kartareja's house.

Mr. Blengur to Bajus,
after the meeting finished
in less than two hours, in
the hotel where Mr.
Blengur had a meeting.
Srintil to Kartareja, a
moment when Srintil and
Kartareja were alone, at
Kartareja's house.




Mr. Blengur to Bajus,
after Mr. Blengur met
Srintil at the villa, at the
hotel Mr. Blengur stayed
for a night.
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
SE: Lalu, apa kalian sudah berbuat
sesuatu untuk menolong Srintil? 
TE: Well, then, has anyone done
anything to try to help Srintil? 
SE: Aku mau jadi penganten,
Kang? 
TE: I'm going to get married, aren't
I?
Srintil to Rasus, after
Srintil took a bath and was
going to a nearby army
hospital, beneath a bungur
tree.


  Kartareja and
Nyai Kartareja, alm st
midnight when Rasus
back to Paruk from West
Kalimantan, at Srintil's
room at Sakarya's house.
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